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Abstract

This thesis describes the role-based model for software architecture applied to object-ori-
ented systems and frameworks. The purpose of the role-based model is to separate the ar-
chitecture of a software system into parts that may be considered independently or
composed and viewed as elements of a larger whole. The model factors a system into
groups of interacting objects, called role teams. A role team consists of nested role teams
and roles, which describe the properties required of objects to participate in the role team.
An object is represented in the system by the role or roles it plays in the context of a role
model. The behaviour of a role team is expressed as a causal sequence of activities; role
players (objects) are responsible for performing the activities. The structure of a system is
the composition of possibly many role teams, and the overall behaviour of a system results
from linking the behaviour of the individual teams in a causal sequence. Objects play roles
in multiple teams subject to structural and temporal constraints. Structural constraints limit
which roles an object may play and temporal constraints limit when an object may play a
role. The role-based model is particularly useful for representing systems that have dynam-
ic structure, e.g., object creation, destruction, and movement. Models of dynamic structure
appear to missing in current object-oriented techniques.

Informal visual notations are used to specify systems in the role-based model. An ar-
chitectural notation is developed as part of this thesis. System behaviour is described using
a subset of Buhr’s timethreads notation. The goal is to capture the essential system archi-
tecture and large recurring behaviour patterns as these form the basis for understanding
more detailed issues.

The role-based model is developed by extending the concepts of a more general meta-
model. The role-based model is applied to an existing object-oriented framework for creat-
ing semantic graphic editors (HotDraw).
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Glossary

Activity: The carrying out of a responsibility, the details of which are suppressed in an ar-

chitectural model.

Architectural Entity: A uniquely identifiable element of a system’s architecture.

Architectural Meta-Model: A generalized description of the properties of software archi-

tectural models with emphasis given to dynamic structure.

Architecture: Of a software system is a conceptual model of its operation and organization

in terms of its components and the communication pathways among the components. There

are two related aspects to software architecture: structure and behaviour.

Behaviour: The temporal sequencing of activities performed by a system and the commu-

nication patterns among its components that are necessary for the system to achieve its ob-

jectives.

Causality-flow: A causally connected sequence of activities that occur through the archi-

tecture of a system.

Collaboration Group: A group of objects participating to achieve some objective. An in-

stance of a role team.

Component: The sources of activity and/or the units of organization that form a designer’s

conceptual model of a system’s architecture. (optionally refered to as operational compo-

nent)

Composite Lifetime: The time for which a component is operational and exists within a

system.

Component-Bound Role: A role which is bound to one component (object) for the oper-

ational lifetime of the role.
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Communication pathway: A logical pathway among components over which messages

flow. A communication pathway may be achieved by a single wire or may be decomposed

into a wiring of components.

Container: A component with nested subcomponents.

Data flow: A value that flows over a wire (communication pathway) or along a timethread.

Data flows are contained in messages.

Data Value: A data abstraction. A data value is distinguished from an object because data

values do not play roles in a role-based architectural model.

Dynamic Structure: The changes that occur to a system’s structure while it is running;

e.g., object creation, destruction, and movement.

Equivalence: A relationship between places that specifies that the same components will

occupy the joined places at runtime.

Fixed Component: A component that operates in a container for the composite lifetime of

the container.

Framework: A collection of related classes that serve as a skeletal template for creating

new applications in a given problem domain (constructive view). Frameworks embody a

role-based architecture implemented in a distributed fashion by the code of the classes (ar-

chitectural view).

Instance flow: The flow of an object’s identifier over a wire or along a timethread. Con-

ceptually, an instance may refer to the movement of a object when the flow supports the in-

stallation of an object in a role. Instance flows are contained in messages.

Message: A container of information that flows over a wire.

Multiple Part-of: The ability of a component to be involved in multiple decompositions

(i.e., places), perhaps simultaneously.
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Object: A component of a role-based model. Objects appear as the attributes of roles and

they play roles in role teams.

Object Architecture: A basic architectural view in terms of objects and object references.

Object Reference: A direct connection between two objects that is achieved through the

exchange of object identifiers.

Operational Lifetime: The period of time that a component is operational in a single con-

tainer.

Optional Component: A component that begins to operate in a container sometime after

the container begins to operate. An optional component may end its operation in a container

before the container ends its own operation.

Place: A node in an architectural wiring diagram. A conceptual location in a software ar-

chitecture at which activities are performed.

Placeholder: A reserved place in the architecture of a system that may be filled dynamical-

ly with different components through time.

Placeholder Role: A role which may be filled dynamically with different objects through

time.

Primitive Component: A component which may not be decomposed into subcomponents

at the particular level of abstraction being modelled.

Role: A role is a place in a role architecture. A role is an element of a role-based model; it

describes the properties of an object necessary for it to participate in the role team that con-

tains the role. Objects play roles in role teams.

Role Architecture: An architectural model for software systems that is capable of express-

ing dynamic structure.

Role Team: A component in a role architecture that may contain roles and nested role
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teams.

Role Method: A primitive component of a role that performs an activity when sent a mes-

sage.

Role Wire: A wire between roles over which messages flow.

Structure: The decomposition of a system into its components, the composition relation-

ships among the components, and the communication pathways among the components to

achieve interaction. Structure alone does not include system operation (i.e., behaviour) and

is a different concept than architecture.

Timethread: A visual representation of a causal-flow path. Visually a timethread is a path

traced over a view of a system to show the relationship between the activities performed

and the system’s architecture.

Terminal: A connection point for wires. Terminals may exist on the interface of compo-

nents or appear as routers at points where wires meet.

Wire: An undirectional conduit over which messages flow. A concrete connection among

components that may not be further decomposed into sub-wirings.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1  Software Architecture and Collaboration Groups

The architecture of a software system is a conceptual model of its operation and organiza-

tion in terms of its components and their communication pathways. Garlan [21] defines the

term architecture as:

“a collection of computational components–or simply components–togeth-

er with a description of the interactions between these components–the con-

nectors.”

Buhr [13] offers a similar definition but adds the notion of system operation when he de-

fines architecture as:

“the nature of the operational components..., their operational interactions

(e.g., exchanging data, transferring control), and how they operate together

as a whole to accomplish the overall purposes of the system.”

Components (meaning operational components (Buhr) or computational components

(Garlan)) are the sources of activity and/or units of organization of a system’s architecture;

they are elements that form a designer’s mental model of a system in operation. Examples

of components include subsystems, layers, objects, and processes. Components may come

from the underlying support environment (e.g., programming language or runtime system)

or not, in which case the components are conceptual but still important for understanding

system operation at the architectural level. Communication pathways (meaning operation-
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al interactions (Buhr) or connectors (Garlan)) can be varied and include procedure calls,

messaging, and event broadcasts. Like components, some communication pathways may

be conceptual meaning that they must be constructed from other elements when they are

not explicit in the implementation nor provided by the underlying support environment. For

example, a direct communication pathway between two components may be useful for de-

sign even though the communication in the implementation is routed through other com-

ponents.

There are two related aspects to system architecture: structure and behaviour. Structure

is the decomposition of a system into its components, the composition relationships among

the components, and the communication pathways among the components to achieve inter-

action. Graphically, this leads to an architectural description of a system in which the nodes

represent the components and the arcs joining the nodes represent the communication path-

ways. The properties of the nodes and arcs differentiate software models, e.g., data flow di-

agrams [51], various module and subsystem connection languages and notations [48][53],

and object modelling notations [44][17]. Many software structure models represent a sys-

tem as a static configuration of nodes and arcs. A static structure model may be appropriate

for periods of system operation when the structure is fixed or for representing the organi-

zation of large-grained components, e.g., subsystems which tend to be configured together

in a static way [13]. In general, however, the structure of a software system may be dynam-

ic: components and communication pathways may be created and destroyed, and compo-

nents may “move” through a system as they cooperate with different components. A

dynamic structure model represents the dynamic aspects of a system’s structure (compo-

nents and communication pathways) through time.

Behaviour is the temporal sequencing of the activities performed by a system and the

communication patterns among its components that are necessary for the system to achieve

its objectives. An activity is the carrying out of a responsibility, the details of which are sup-

pressed in an architectural model. Ultimately the aggregate behaviour of a system is

achieved by the activities performed by individual components as they cooperate through

interactions over their communication pathways. There are many component-based behav-

iour description techniques that take this view, e.g., communicating state machines
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[45][44], coupled Petri Nets [5], etc. However, designers often use paths through many

components as a means of reasoning about system behaviour. Buhr [14] uses the term cau-

sality-flow to refer to a sequence of causally connected activities that occurs through a sys-

tem and across possibly many components. Designers use causality-flow, or something

very similar, to drive design during development [31][7][14][49]; and during other devel-

opment stages, e.g., during re-engineering [31] as a tool for understanding a system’s ar-

chitecture. Causality-flow provides a global representation of behaviour at the same level

as structural design notations.

There are many architectural styles [21], i.e., standard ways of organizing the elements

of a system’s architecture. The object-oriented architectural style may be described as a col-

lection of components, called objects, and their interactions. An object is a black-box like

component that provides interface methods through which other objects may affect the lo-

cal state information that it maintains. Objects communicate through the exchange of mes-

sages. The result is a cooperative effort among the objects to accomplish a set of objectives.

The desire for reuse in object-oriented systems leads to an architectural style that is char-

acterized by dynamically-bound connections between objects and fine-grained interaction

patterns (i.e., message exchanges). Dynamically-bound connections mean that objects es-

tablish communication pathways dynamically through the exchange of object identifiers.

This defers commitment to the identity of communication partners and supports reuse of

plug-compatible objects. Fine-grained interaction patterns make object-oriented systems

more flexible but also create an organization that is difficult to reason about at the source

code level. This makes causality-flow an important concept because representations for

causality-flow can abstract from the details of individual object interactions.

Beck and Cummingham [7] write that, “one of the key distinguishing features of object

design is that no object is an island. All objects stand in relation to others, on whom they

rely for services and control.” A group of interdependent objects interacting to achieve

some objective is called a collaboration group [13][26]. A collaboration group is a compo-

nent of a system’s architecture and some possible examples are: two peer processes in a dis-

tributed file transfer system cooperating through the exchange of messages to deliver files

in a reliable manner, and two or more figure objects coordinating with one another to ensure
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that they remain connected as they are dragged and resized. Several authors have written

about the importance of collaboration groups in object-oriented development. Helm [26]

notes that throughout an object-oriented system, groups of related objects will often coop-

erate to perform some task, and that the interaction patterns within a collaboration group

are often repeated throughout a system, and even in different systems, with different par-

ticipating objects. Wirfs-Brock and Johnson [52] observe that reuse in object-oriented sys-

tems typically occurs by reusing groups of objects interacting to accomplish tasks.

Collaboration groups represent a reusable architectural abstraction above the level of

individual objects that are essential for understanding, designing, and reusing object-ori-

ented systems. The structure of a collaboration group includes its object participants, their

structure and interconnections, and any nested collaboration groups. The behaviour of a

collaboration group is the sequence of activities performed by the participants (i.e., the

causal-flow path through the group) and the temporal order of the messages exchanged

among them. For the system as a whole, one needs to understand how the object partici-

pants play their roles among possibly many groups, how the groups are sequenced, and how

the groups interact to achieve the major causal-flows through the system.

Classes and inheritance, key parts of object-oriented development, are more like con-

struction materials then operational components. They are construction materials because

they provide the templates from which objects (the components) are created. Classes and

inheritance are not operational concepts in most object-oriented design1, but must be or-

ganized such that the architectural design can be achieved. A framework is an organization

of classes and inheritance that embodies a system’s architecture. From a constructive stand-

point, a framework is a set of related classes that may be extended to create new applica-

tions in a given problem domain. From an architectural perspective, a framework is a

reusable architectural description of a system that embodies collaboration groups and their

interaction protocols. Examples of frameworks include: Smalltalk-80’s Model/View/Con-

troller framework [22], and the Choices framework for building operating systems [37].

Unfortunately, collaboration groups and the inter-object dependencies they imply are

1. Meta-object protocols [40] are the exception.
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not explicit in the source code of object-oriented systems and frameworks, but are distrib-

uted among, and buried in, the methods of many classes. This makes the existence and un-

derstanding of collaboration groups, and the patterns of behaviour they imply, difficult to

infer from code. There have been techniques developed for specifying collaboration

groups, e.g., Helm’s contracts [26] and Booch’s mechanisms [8]. Helm’s contract notation

is formal and textual. A contract is a specification of how the elements of a collaboration

group participate to accomplish some objective. Although powerful, formal textually-based

notations are often difficult to use as tools for reasoning and for communicating the essence

of a system’s architecture. Graphical notations are powerful thinking and communication

tools because they can convey a large amount of information at a glance. Harel [24] ob-

serves that a good graphical notation can improve thinking and believes that, “successful

system development in the future will revolve around visual representations”. Booch pro-

vides an informal diagramming notation called object diagrams for individual collabora-

tion groups (Booch calls a collaboration group a mechanism). Unfortunately, the notation

contains many programming-level details like object visibility and pointer passing.

The existing specification techniques that emphasize collaboration groups (e.g.,

Booch’s mechanisms and Helm’s contracts) treat each group as an independent entity. This

is advantageous because the groups become abstractions that can be reasoned about sepa-

rately from other concerns. The specification techniques do not address how the groups

themselves are structured relative to one another nor how they operate in concert in a real

system to achieve system-level behaviour. Elements of dynamic structure are not ad-

dressed, as is common to many object-oriented modelling techniques. Coleman observes

that, “the design, efficient implementation, and documentation of dynamic systems can

cause severe problems for object-oriented development teams” [18]. This may occur be-

cause, lacking appropriate tools, the developers are forced to reason about issues of dynam-

ic structure in terms of programming language details like: pointers, and memory

allocations and deallocations. Modelling techniques are needed which can express aspects

of dynamic structure at the architectural level. For object-oriented systems, this means

modelling the dynamic aspects of objects and collaboration groups.

In summary, there is a need for architectural models and notations that are appropriate
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for representing collaboration groups in object-oriented systems. Existing notations do not

adequately address all the needs of designers and framework users. Informal graphical no-

tations are powerful because they can express the essence of a system’s architecture. There

is a need to experiment with the issues associated with the design of a real object-oriented

system in terms of collaboration groups and dynamic structure.

1.2  Problem Statement

The problem of this thesis is how to model and represent the following aspects of an

object-oriented system’s architecture: (1) the architecture of individual collaboration

groups, (2) the architecture of a system as composed of groups, (3) how the participants

play their roles in multiple groups and the dependencies across groups, (4) the typical caus-

al-flow patterns though the system, and (5) dynamic structure.

1.3  Thesis Objectives

An objective of this thesis is to develop an architectural model and supporting visual nota-

tion that is appropriate for expressing the architecture of object-oriented systems and

frameworks in terms of collaboration groups. The resulting model is called the role-based

architectural model (or just the role-based model) and it builds on existing material to the

extent possible. The role-based model is inspired from the work by Helm on contracts [26]

and includes inter-group dependencies and dynamic structure based on the model support-

ed by the ObjecTime tool [45]. The visual notation is based on the MachineCharts notation

of Buhr [11]. A subset of Buhr’s Timethreads [10] are used to express the typical causal-

flow patterns within a collaboration group and across collaboration groups.

Another objective of this thesis is to explore modelling issues associated with the role-

based model by applying it to an existing object-oriented framework. Issues to be explored

include: the use of causal-flow and timethreads to represent intra-group and inter-group be-

haviour patterns, the usefulness of representing a large portion of an existing framework in

the role-based model, and the usefulness of representing inter-group dependencies and dy-

namic structure.

The case study in this thesis is of a conventional (i.e., sequential) object-oriented sys-
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tem organized around a framework. One should not construe that this is the only type of

system to which the techniques of this thesis may be applied. The thesis defers properties

of the components (objects) and their connections (messages). In particular, there is no dis-

tinction made between active components that have a separate thread of control (e.g., proc-

esses) and passive components that do not (e.g., abstract data type modules). The properties

of components is less of a concern when behaviour is expressed using causality-flow be-

cause causality-flow concerns the sequence of activities and not how that sequence is

achieved. The role-based model and accompanying causality-flow specification in timeth-

reads is an appropriate starting point for making decisions about active versus passive com-

ponents and how control should be allocated. It is believed, therefore, that this work is

applicable to systems that have active components, passive components, or some mix of

the two.

The emphasis is on informal models and notations which focus on concepts and their

representations with visual notations. It is believed that the concepts could be formalized,

but the intent here is to use intuitive concepts and visually suggestive notations. The pur-

pose is to develop models of important structural divisions and typical causal flow patterns

as these form the essence of a design. Developing complete executable specifications is be-

yond the scope of this thesis. The models developed are of programs in operation; the thesis

does not address issues associated with the organization of inheritance hierarchies. Design

methods for using the proposed model are also outside the scope of the thesis.

1.4  A Research Overview

In response to these objectives, the following are the key developments arising from the re-

search: a meta-model of architectural concepts for software systems, a role-based model,

and an exploration of the issues associated with using the role-based model on a real sys-

tem.

The Architectural Meta-Model

A meta-model is a model of model(s). The architectural meta-model is used to describe

some architectural concepts that are applicable to a wide range of software and to motivate
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a visual representation for these concepts. The meta-model addresses the following static

aspects of architecture: the factoring of a system into collaboration groups, the structure of

the groups, the dependencies among groups, and the interconnections among groups and

group participants. The meta-model addresses the following dynamic aspects of architec-

ture: the creation, destruction, and movement of components, and the temporal constraints

on the operation of participants in groups. The concepts of the meta-model are organized

into a specialization hierarchy that may be extended by refinement in an analogous way to

subclassing in object-oriented class hierarchies.

The Role-Based Model

The role-based model is developed by extending the architectural meta-model. The

role-based model introduces: role teams which are templates for a collaboration groups,

roles which are templates for role team participants, objects which play roles, and role

methods which perform activities in role teams. When one is considering the static struc-

tural organization of a system in terms of role teams, the teams and roles are acting together

as a template for possible runtime organizations. When one is considering the operation of

the system, perhaps by playing causal-flow patterns across it, the role teams are acting as

instances (e.g., collaboration groups) and the roles as objects. Therefore, role teams and

roles have a dual purpose in system models: they are definitional when they act as templates

for runtime organizations, and they are operational when the behavioural scenarios through

the system are played out. This duality of role teams and roles is analogous to the use of

classes in many object-oriented design methods. For example, Rumbaugh [44] refers to his

E-R diagramming notation as an object-model, even though the entities are classes and the

relationships are drawn between classes.

This thesis takes a operational view of role-based models; thus, roles and role teams are

considered operational components of a system’s architecture. Helm [26] and Anderson [2]

take a more definitional view and are considering how to construct class hierarchies from

role-based models.
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Exploring the Issues

The case study exercises the role-based model and its visual notation. A framework

called HotDraw is reverse engineered into the role-based model. HotDraw is chosen be-

cause it is in the public domain and has been studied using other approaches [35]. HotDraw

is a framework for developing semantic graphic editors. A sufficiently large portion of Hot-

Draw was reverse-engineered to exercise the approach against the design of a framework

as a whole.

1.5  Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 provides background information on object-oriented technology and frame-

works. A review and critique of the relevant specification techniques for inter-object behav-

iour and collaboration groups is given. Chapter 3 presents the meta-model and its visual

notation. Chapter 4 extends the meta-model introduced in Chapter 3. The result is the role-

based model. A small example that applies the model is presented. Chapter 5 presents a case

study. Chapter 6 offers a discussion and presents avenues for future work.
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Chapter 2: Basic Principles and State of
the Art in Object-Oriented Modelling

The basic principles of object-orientation as characterized by terms like objects, classes,

inheritance, polymorphism and message passing are discussed. Object-oriented frame-

works are described by examining an extension to an existing framework. A review and cri-

tique of object-oriented modelling techniques is given. Many of the diagrams used in this

chapter are meant to convey concepts and do not represent notations developed as part of

this thesis.

2.1  Basic Object-Oriented Principles

An architectural view of object-oriented systems may be contrasted with a constructive

view [13]. An architectural view emphasizes the operational components that form a de-

signer’s conceptual model of a system in execution and how they interact, i.e., how the sys-

tem looks and works as a running system. Objects, subsystems, and processes are examples

of operational components; roles and role teams as used in thesis are also operational com-

ponents. In contrast, the constructive view emphasizes how the operational components are

achieved via the building materials of object-oriented technology. For frameworks, this

view would include classes and the organization of inheritance hierarchies.

The two views are not orthogonal and both are important aspects of design. Here they

are used to provide reference points within which object-oriented systems can be studied.

This section begins with a basic architectural view of object-oriented systems and then

demonstrates how the building materials are used to achieve it.
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2.1.1  Basic Architectural View (Object Architecture)

The basic architectural view, or more simply the object architecture, of object-oriented pro-

grams is that of objects communicating through message passing. The top half of Figure 1

shows the elements of an object architecture in visual form. Objects have identity and en-

capsulate both state and behaviour. They are the basic building blocks of an object-oriented

system. The state of an object is contained in instance variables which may reference other

objects to create a directed graph of objects. The behaviour of an object is contained in

methods which operate on the instance variables. Methods may be categorized as public,

meaning they are available to client objects or private, meaning they are unavailable to cli-

ents but are necessary for achieving the behaviour of the public methods. Methods may also

be categorized based on how they are used in the constructive view (Section 2.1.2).

A message is a request from a client object to a server object to perform one of its public

methods. Prior to sending a message a client must obtain the identifier (object reference) of

a server and supply that identifier as part of the message. An object graph with objects as

the nodes and object references as the arcs tends to be dynamic as object identifiers are ex-

changed to support message passing. Obtaining an identifier to an object is equivalent to

dynamically establishing a connection for communicating to the object that the identifier

names. Servicing a message may involve many objects, perhaps requiring new objects and

object references to be established dynamically, and the objects involved may, through

time, act as clients, servers or both.

The bottom half of Figure 1 is a series of snapshots that show a portion of an object

graph through time. The arcs from inside one object to the edge of another are object ref-

erences from the object at the tail to the object at the head. The second frame shows that

new object references may be created; this is achieved by the exchange of identifiers over

existing connections. The new connection from B has been dynamically-bound to A and B

may now send messages to A. The third frame shows the creation of a new object and a

reference to it, and the destruction of an existing object and its associated references. Dy-

namic object graphs, like the shown here, seem typical of object-oriented programs [13].
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The arcs between objects in Figure 1 are references to objects (i.e., object identifiers).

These arcs are not the same, necessarily, as the communication pathways between compo-

nents in more abstract architectural models of systems. Object references are viewed as a

mechanism for achieving communication pathways. For example, one may model a com-

munication pathway between objects as static in a more abstract architectural model, when

in fact object identifiers are exchanged dynamically to establish the pathway or each time

communication across it is required. As another example, a communication pathway may

be modelled as direct when the actual message path is routed through a third component.

Message passing is the only way that one object can interact with another. A message

specifies what a server must do and not how the server must do it. The methods of a server

specify how a message is serviced and are the only way (ideally at least) that the private

state information of an object may be changed. Goldberg [22] observes that these properties

increase system modularity, which has positive side-effects like maintainability and reusa-

bility.

The dark-side is that few object-oriented programming languages place restrictions on

the availability of object identifiers and what may be done with them in different contexts.

For example, programmers can violate object encapsulation by making an object’s state in-

formation available to other objects through exposed references to that state information.

The result can be complex object graphs (like the one shown in Figure 1) with access paths

from multiple places to an object, and/or multiple paths from the same place to an object.

Public Methods

Private Methods

Instance Variables

Object

object

Time

new

Figure 1: Basic Object Architecture
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Multiple access paths to an object indicate the possible “roles” that the object plays at a

point in time. This can create problems if the aliased object is asked to play roles that are

inconsistent [27], e.g., to be a source and a destination of a matrix multiplication operation.

Hogg [28] observes that the complexity introduced by aliasing can make understanding ob-

ject-oriented systems difficult and he presents language features to manage the problem.

Role-based modelling can make potential aliasing explicit during design by describing an

object in terms of the roles it plays in relation to other objects.

2.1.2  Basic Constructive View

Object-oriented programs are not assembled by configuring objects and object refer-

ences, but by organizing: classes, polymorphism, and inheritance. These must be organized

to achieve the desired runtime architecture and to fulfil design goals like reusability and ex-

tensibility.

Classes are the physical building material that object-oriented programmers use to con-

struct systems. Classes can be categorized as abstract or concrete. An abstract class is a

template for creating other classes. An abstract class has at least one method that is incom-

plete, so it would be an error to create an instance of an object from an abstract class (al-

though there is nothing in most object-oriented languages to stop this). A concrete class has

complete implementations for all of its methods, making it a template for creating object

instances.

Polymorphism is the ability of a single variable or procedure reference to take on dif-

ferent values from different types. In object-oriented programs, the actual target method of

a message send is based on the class of object that is receiving the message. With polymor-

phism there may be a choice of which target method is used based on the type (class) of a

variable that references an object. If a polymorphic reference can take on different values

from different types dynamically, then polymorphism is achieved by dynamic binding. In

most object-oriented languages this means a table lookup for target methods at runtime.

Without dynamic binding, polymorphism is just a syntactic convenience that is equivalent

to overloading in languages like Ada83.
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Polymorphism allows for the development of generic behaviours that are implemented

using polymorphic message sends. The generic behaviour can be reused without change

when new classes are added provided the new classes provide the polymorphic methods

(meaning the target method that is called in a polymorphic way). An important side-effect

of polymorphism is that it encourages consistency in naming and behaviour across the sys-

tem, because equivalent methods in different objects will have the same signature, and ob-

jects used in related ways will have similar interfaces [37].

Inheritance enables classes to be organized into generalization/specialization trees with

abstract classes near the root and more specialized concrete classes near the leaves. As a

modelling technique, inheritance is useful for formalizing the “is-a” relationships between

classes and is used in many object-oriented requirements analysis techniques [17][44][55].

As a reuse technique, inheritance allows common behaviour to be located in a central place

from which it can be easily reused through subclassing. A subclass is a more specialized

version of its superclass from which it is a decendent. A subclass automatically inherits the

behaviour of its superclass.

2.1.3  Example: Use of Object-Oriented Construction Materials

The example of Figure 2 illustrates how the object-oriented construction materials are used

in combination to create flexible and extensible software. The figure illustrates an inherit-

ance tree using the notation of Rumbaugh [44]. (A summary of Rumbaugh’s notation ap-

pears in Appendix B.) Classes are shown as boxes; an inheritance relationship is shown as

an arc annotated with a triangle; and methods are shown as text strings inside the class box-

es. This inheritance tree represents a portion of the classes found in the HotDraw frame-

work [35] for creating semantic graphic editors for 2D geometric figures.

The classes shown in Figure 2 model the graphic objects that users manipulate on a

computer screen. The Figure class is the abstract superclass of the CompositeFigure,

PolylineFigure, and TextFigure concrete subclasses.The Figure class has three methods

displayBox, origin, and extent (many of the methods have been omitted for simplicit-

y).The displayBox method returns a rectangular area that represents the region of the

screen on which a figure is drawn. This rectangular area is used to update the display after
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the display has been damaged by an action such as dragging a figure.The origin method

returns a point representing the upper left corner of a figure’s rectangular display area, and

the extent method returns a point that represents the width and height of a figure’s rectan-

gular display area. The calculation of the origin and extent is dependent on the specific sub-

class of Figure. For example, a PolylineFigure would calculate the origin and extent based

on a collection of points that define the vertices of a polyline, and a TextFigure would cal-

culate the origin and extent based on the type of font used and its size. The origin and ex-

tent methods must be deferred methods of the class Figure, meaning that the

implementation of the methods is the responsibility of a subclass. The displayBox method

can be implemented in the Figure class using the points returned by the origin and extent

methods to construct and return a rectangle of the proper size and position. The displayBox

method is referred to as a generic method because it uses methods that are deferred. Viewed

from the concrete classes, the origin and extent methods are base methods because they

have complete implementations.

The displayBox method represents a generic behaviour that is reused across all sub-

classes of Figure. New subclasses can be added, e.g., semicircles, without changes to the

existing system provided the new subclasses provide the origin and extent methods. All

the methods shown can be called in a polymorphic way by clients of the Figure classes.

This promotes reusability of client code and encourages common interfaces among related

classes. The combination of inheritance, polymorphism, and method usage illustrated by

this example is a common way of organizing object-oriented construction materials to

achieve reusability and flexibility in frameworks.

Inheritance Tree Abstract Class

Concrete Class

Figure

PolylineFigureCompositeFigure TextFigure

displayBox{generic}
origin {deferred}
extent {deferred}

origin
extent

origin
extent

origin
extent

isa relation

Superclass

Subclass

Figure 2:  Inheritance, Classes, Polymorphism and Methods

operations
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2.1.4  Object-Oriented Programming Languages

Object-oriented programming languages offer varying levels of support for the concepts

discussed in this section. Smalltalk has only public methods, the distinction between public

and private methods is managed by programming conventions; and provides no pre-runt-

ime support for checking for the existence of necessary deferred methods. It is possible,

however, for the programmer to specify that a deferred method must be provided by send-

ing the message subClassResponsibility from the superclass when the deferred method is

called, and the system will report an appropriate error message. C++ [20], a strongly typed

object-oriented language, has more support for the abstractions discussed in this section.

C++ has support for public and private methods, and distinguishes between methods that

are provided for clients versus those provided for subclasses. A distinction is also made be-

tween polymorphic methods (virtual functions) and non-polymorphic methods.

2.1.5  Mapping between the Basic Views

When developing object-oriented programs it is necessary to understand the object archi-

tecture, the constructive view, and the relationships between them. The object-oriented

building materials (i.e., inheritance, classes and polymorphism) result in a factorization of

a system into reusable elements. From an architectural standpoint, much of this factoring

can be aggregated to create a simpler model of the program in operation. Figure 3 illustrates

how paths through an inheritance tree may be collapsed to create collapsed leaf objects. The

collapsed leaf objects are operational components in a object architecture. Conceptually

each leaf object is given its own copy of all the properties (methods and instance variables)

that occur along the path in the inheritance tree from its concrete class to its most abstract

superclass. Object-oriented runtime systems achieve this same effect by automatically

propagating messages sent to object instances up the inheritance tree in search of matching

methods.
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2.2  Basics of Object-Oriented Frameworks

A framework is constructed as a hierarchy of related classes that may be reused by exten-

sion to create new systems in a given problem domain. Frameworks are powerful because

they embody the behaviour patterns that join objects into collaboration groups. These be-

haviour patterns are implicitly reused when subclassing off a framework. This is in contrast

to the reuse of a software library which reuses only the functionality of the library and not

the control code needed to manipulate it. The use of frameworks has been termed design-

reuse by Deutsch [19] because of this distinction and Johnson [35] defines a framework as

abstract design for a particular kind of application. This section discusses some basic prop-

erties of frameworks by examining the HotDraw framework and by applying a simple ex-

tension to it.

HotDraw is an object-oriented framework for creating semantic graphic editors for 2D

drawings. It can be used to build editors for specialized drawings, such as hardware sche-

matics or software design diagrams. Figure 4 shows the user interface of HotDraw before

it has been customized; it is a complete and useable application before being extended. Fig-

ures are drawn on a drawing canvas by selecting an appropriate tool from a tool palette. The

initial set of figures include: lines, arrows, rectangles, circles, and text. Standard operations

on the figures include: resizing, dragging, erasing, grouping, and saving.

collapse

collapse
collapse

Figure 3: Collapsing Inheritance Trees to achieve an Architectural View

operational
components
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Users of HotDraw can manipulate figures in several ways. Direct interaction is

achieved by selecting a figure with the selection tool and then manipulating the figure’s

handles. Handles appear on figures as filled squares. Handles may be used to change a fig-

ure’s size or shape. It is also possible to pop up a menu of operations to perform on a figure,

e.g., to change a figure’s colour. A useful feature of HotDraw is its ability to maintain con-

straints between figures. One such constraint allows for arcs to be connected to other figures

such that when the figure moves the arcs moves as well. This is a common requirement for

many semantic graphic editors.

Figure 5 is a constructive view of the HotDraw class hierarchies. The organization and

naming of the classes and class categories lets us infer much about HotDraw: Figures

classes represent the figure objects that are drawn with the tool, Tools classes represent the

objects that appear in the tool palette and manipulate the figures, Constraints classes rep-

resent the objects that enable constraint management, Handles classes represent the handle

objects that appear on figures, Canvas Control classes represent objects that manage user

interaction in the drawing area, and Tool Palette Control classes represent the objects that

manage user interaction in the tool palette area.

Figure 4: HotDraw A Semantic Editor for 2D Graphics

drawing
canvas

tool
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figures

handles
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What Figure 5 does not explicitly represent are the behaviours that span the classes in

the inheritance trees and the collaboration groups that the object instances participate in.

For example, there must be interaction patterns between Handles and Figures that enable

manipulations of a Handle to effect the properties of a Figure. Likewise, there must be in-

teractions between the Constraints and the Figures that allow dependencies between Fig-

ures to be maintained. Other interaction patterns are imaginable, like those between objects
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of the Canvas Control classes to control user interactions. If the interaction patterns and

the collaboration groups they imply are treated as entities, then one can imagine that the

collaboration groups must cooperate and be linked through time to create a running system.

To illustrate the power available through the reuse of frameworks, the HotDraw frame-

work is extended to include triangle figures. This may lead to the class extensions shown

in Figure 6. Judging from the names of the classes and their organization, it would seem

logical to add a subclass called TriangleFigure under the PolylineFigure class. Using the

RectangleFigure class as a guide one can determine the methods and behaviour required

of the new TriangleFigure class. Optionally one could consult documentation for the

framework, like Johnson’s patterns [35], to discover what code is needed in the new Tri-

angleFigure class. The triangles added to HotDraw are constrained to be right angle trian-

gles to simplify the interaction with the user when the triangles are added (otherwise the

user must specify three vertices instead of only two). The TriangleFigure class consists of

one page of code (including comments), 11 methods of which 8 are identical to Rectangle-

Figure, and 7 new or modified lines of code across the remaining 3 methods. Another sub-

class is also needed to add a new tool to the tool palette to allow the creation of triangle

figures. This new class has one new method with 2 lines of code.

The key point of the above example is the amount of behaviour that is reused relative

to the effort spent to perform the extension. TriangleFigures like other figures may be se-

lected, resized, moved, shuffled, saved to disk, copied, deleted, etc. Some of the inherited

behaviour is gained without TriangleFigure providing any behaviour of its own: the nec-

essary behaviour is inherited from abstract superclasses. In other cases, however, the new

subclass is expected to provide methods that are deferred by its superclasses and that are

Figure

Rectangle Line
Figure Figure

Triangle
Figure

Drawing
Editor

New
Editor

Figure 6: Extending HotDraw with Triangular Figures

Polyline
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invoked by the other objects of the framework.

The example illustrates the flow-of-control in frameworks. The TriangleFigure class

must provide the methods deferred by its superclasses, as well as methods required of it

given the behaviours that its superclasses involve it in. These methods will be activated

along control flow paths that originate in the framework. This represents an inversion of

control relative to subroutine libraries where the added application code is responsible for

driving the flow-of-control. The advantage of the framework approach is that the design of

the flow-of-control is reused across applications. Reuse of the flow-of-control implies that

interface design and the division of responsibilities between the components of a system

are also reused. After studying the frameworks of the Smalltalk-80 system, Deutsch [19]

remarks that interface design and the division of responsibilities constitute the key intellec-

tual content of software and that they are far more difficult to create or recreate than code.1

The chapter now begins a review and critique of the common approaches used by ob-

ject-oriented design methods and tools to model object-oriented programs and frameworks.

2.3  Review and Critique: E-R Modelling

An approach taken by many object-oriented analysis and design methods [44][17][55] is to

extend inheritance relationship diagrams with concepts from Entity-Relationship (E-R)

models [16]. Classes become the entities of the E-R model and inheritance becomes but one

of the relationships between the entities, other relationships include aggregation (part-of)

and general association. Aggregation allows one to model a larger entity as a composition

of parts, and association is used to model general relationships between entities.

An E-R model captures the static structure of a system by showing the classes in the

system, the relationships between the classes, and the attributes and operations that each

class supports. The model typically simulates the entities and entity relationships that can

be derived from the problem statement and problem domain. E-R modelling is often advo-

cated because it offers a consistent paradigm from requirements analysis to implementation

1. Deutsch uses the phase functional factoring where the phase division of responsibilities is used
here. We believe the two to be equivalent.
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that aligns well with the basic construction materials of object-oriented programming. It is

believed that such models result in systems that are more resilient to change [44] than do

models which partition a system based on the functions it performs (e.g., structured analy-

sis methods).

Figure 7 extends the example of Figure 2 using Rumbaugh’s E-R modelling notation (a

complete summary of Rumbaugh’s notation appears in Appendix B). The model specifies

that many Figure objects are contained in a Drawing object (aggregation), and that a

Drawing object is displayed on a DrawingView object (association). The small arrow next

to a label (e.g., the displayed on label) specifies the direction to be used when reading a la-

bel. The filled circles at the end of a relationship represent multiplicity of the object instanc-

es involved in the relationship; e.g., many Figure objects are contained in a

CompositeFigure object. This is an example of a recursive aggregation relationship; it al-

lows for nested figures.

Although an E-R model, like the one in Figure 7, is expressed using classes, it is really

a template for many potential runtime organizations of object instances. The classes of an

E-R diagram represent construction templates for objects, and the relationships between

classes represent potential runtime relationships between object instances. For example,

aggregation is described as a relationship between classes, this does not mean that classes

are composed of other classes, it means that the instances of classes are composed of the

instances of other classes. This illustrates the dual purpose of E-R models of classes: the

“is-a” relationship between classes is a constructive relationship that describes how objects

are built from classes, the aggregation and association relationships have architectural im-

Figure
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plications because they describe the organization of a system in terms of objects (operation-

al components).

Figure 8 shows how the E-R model of Figure 7 may be interpreted in the basic object

architecture. The DrawingView object and the Drawing object each have an object refer-

ence to the other. These references are used to direct messages related to the displayed on

relationship in the E-R model. Drawing objects reference Figure objects to achieve the

part-of relationship between Drawings and Figures in the E-R model. The CompositeFig-

ure object has object references to Figure objects contained within it. Figure 7 represents

one possible way of achieving the relationships of the E-R model in terms of the object ar-

chitecture. There are other ways to achieve the E-R model (see Rumbaugh [44]), for exam-

ple, the part-of relationship could be implemented using a separate object for the

aggregation relationship and the Drawing object would interact with the aggregation ob-

ject as needed.

An E-R model represents the topology of one instance of a directed graph of objects.

For example, if there were multiple Drawing and DrawingView objects, there would be

multiple object graphs like the one shown in Figure 8 occurring at runtime.

2.3.1  Critique: E-R Modelling

The benefits of the E-R model extensions are: (1) a high-level consistent paradigm that

maps well to object-oriented languages, (2) clues to behaviour in terms of the relationships
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E-R Model of Classes

Figure 8: E-R Model Defines Topology of Object Graph

a point in time
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between objects and the responsibilities of those objects in the relationships, and (3) a de-

scription of the topology of runtime object instances. An E-R model, however, is static and

lacks the descriptive power necessary to model important aspects of system behaviour,

such as global causal-flow patterns and local causal-flow patterns of collaboration groups.

2.4  Review and Critique: State Machine Modelling

Several authors have added a complimentary behavioural view to the E-R model approach.

The most common technique uses state machines to model the internal behaviour of object

instances. Techniques and tools that take this approach include the ObjecTime tool [45],

Rumbaugh’s OMT method [44], Shlaer and Mellor’s Object Lifecycles method [46], and

the ObjectCharts approach of Coleman et. al. [18]. Other behaviour description techniques

for objects have been used and are similar to the state machine approaches: the G++ toolset

uses the State Description Language (SDL) [42], PROTOB uses a variation of Petri Nets

[5], and Jackson’s Structured Design [34] uses a graphic representation of regular expres-

sions called tree diagrams.

Figure 9 shows the two most common models for object-oriented development: E-R

Models and communicating state machines. Regardless of the detailed differences between

the approaches the basic operational mechanisms are the same. Each object is modelled as

having an internal state machine. The machines are driven by events caused by messages

sent between objects. Objects perform actions during state transitions or (optionally) while

in a state. Actions may be local to an object or include messages to other objects. State ma-

chines are usually expressed using some variation of Harel’s statecharts notation [23]. The

semantics of state machine modelling in most object-oriented techniques are not formally

defined; however, there have been attempts to formalize the approach [25].
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The different techniques and tools that use the communicating state machine approach

differ in their detailed semantics. For example, Rumbaugh and ObjecTime support inherit-

ance of state machines, but Shlaer and Mellor do not. Communication between state ma-

chines in the ObjecTime tool is point-to-point and may be synchronous or asynchronous.

Events generated in Rumbaugh’s model can be directed to a specific object, or to any and

all objects that accept the event; however, the semantics of the communication primitives

(e.g., synchronous, asynchronous, etc.) are not defined. ObjecTime, Rumbaugh, and Ob-

jectCharts all use Harel’style state machines, but Shlaer and Mellor use conventional flat

state machines. State machine actions are specified in ObjecTime in a conventional object-

oriented programming language, Rumbaugh uses structured text that is linked by naming

convention to the operations supported by classes in an E-R model, and ObjectCharts uses

a formal specification technique that is a derivative of VDM [38].

2.4.1  Critique: State Machine Models

Although the state machine approach is powerful, it has limitations for expressing the ag-

gregate behaviour of groups of objects. State model diagrams obscure the interactions be-

tween objects by hiding them in the actions taken during state transitions or while in states.

Notations that use ill-defined communication semantics (e.g., Rumbaugh) worsen the prob-

lem because the “overall system behaviour cannot be deduced from the behaviour of indi-

vidual objects” [18]. Precise communication semantics as in ObjecTime can help, but one

must often examine code fragments to understand the point-to-point communication prim-

itive used. Also the “every object has a state machine” approach may lead to a very fine-

grained and fragmented behaviour specification. These limitations may make it difficult to

E-R Model Communicating State
Machines

+
messages

Figure 9: Common Models for Object-Oriented Design
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piece together the aggregate behaviour of a group objects and to understand the typical be-

haviour patterns among objects.

Another issue concerns the detailed closed-form nature of state machines and its effect

on system modelling. First, it may involve too much effort to specify many objects in a sys-

tem in state machine form and may even be counter-productive because relatively few ob-

jects have rich enough behaviour to warrant a state machine description. Second, as a

specification tool, an exclusively state machine approach may cause designers to commit

to too much detail during the early stages of design [11].

2.5  Review and Critique: Models for Collaboration
Groups

The basic constructive view suffered from its lack of behavioural characteristics, but the

basic object architecture is perhaps too dynamic and low-level to be useful as a modelling

tool (although it is a model that object-oriented programmers must deal with in practice).

Building on the basic architectural view, it is possible to add new abstractions, both struc-

tural and behavioural, to deal with these problems.

An obvious approach is to introduce larger grained structures by grouping related ob-

jects. Several authors have identified the need for subsystems [8][44][53]. From an archi-

tectural perspective, a subsystem is a collection of logically related objects (and possibly

other subsystems) that are participating to provide the services required of a major func-

tional division of a system. Examples of the functions performed by subsystems include:

window management, database management, process scheduling, and error reporting.

Subsystems are very large and objects tend to be very small, so there is a need for me-

dium grained abstractions to bridge the gap. Independently, researchers have developed no-

tations for specifying the organization of small groups of objects that are collaborating to

achieve some objective, such groups are referred to as collaboration groups.

Booch defines a mechanism as any structure whereby objects work together to provide

some behaviour that satisfies a requirement of a problem [8]. Booch has developed a graph-
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ical notation called object diagrams for specifying the structure of mechanisms. The ele-

ments of the notation include objects and their interconnections. Each object diagram

represents one possible instantiation of a mechanism. Booch’s object diagrams also include

notation for specifying details of object visibility. For example, object A may have an in-

stance variable reference to object B, or A may be given the identifier of B as a parameter

of a message send. Object references may be further categorized based on how they are

used, e.g., A may use the reference to B in its public methods or A may use the reference

to B in its private methods. The result, is a notation that mixes programming-level concerns

(like the details of gaining object visibility) with architectural concerns (like the operation

of the mechanism).

Helm et. al. [26] organize an object-oriented system into groups of interacting objects

called contracts and provide a textual formalism for specifying individual contracts. A con-

tract is a specification of how groups of interdependent objects participate to accomplish

tasks. A contract is composed of a set of contract participants, any invariants maintained by

the contract, and a specification of how the contract is instantiated. A contract participant

is a formal specification of the structure and behaviour of objects that may join the contract.

The structure of participants are defined by type obligations, i.e., a set of interface methods

and internal data attributes. Holland [31] has extended the contract notation to include pri-

vate methods for contract participants. The behaviour of participants are defined by causal

obligations. A causal obligation is a formal algebraic notation that expresses in a procedural

sense the activities that the methods of participants must perform. The activities of methods

may include updating local data attributes and the sending of messages to other contract

participants. Contracts may be nested recursively into subcontracts and organized into re-

finement hierarchies. Contract refinement is similar to class inheritance except that contract

refinement it is applied to a group of objects.

A contract participant is more general than an object. An object is derived from a class

which is a construction template that represents the complete aggregate structure and be-

haviour of an object. A contract participant, however, represents only the structure and be-

haviour of an aspect of an object necessary for that object to participate in a contract. A

contract specification is more abstract than a mechanism, and therefore, potentially more
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reusable in different systems. The distinction between contract participants and classes re-

quires that a contract specification be mapped to classes in inheritance hierarchies. Helm

provides a formalism called conformance declarations that can define the mapping.

Arapis [3] presents a model of object behaviour and object cooperation based on ob-

jects, messages, roles, and contexts. A composite context is composed of a collection of

components (objects) and a collection of component constraints. A composite context de-

fines the cooperation among a set of components as an interleaving of roles that are played

by the components as a group. A role represents an aspect of behaviour that a group of com-

ponents exhibit. A role has a set of methods that are sent and received by the composite con-

text and rules for their ordering. A role has a set of methods that are exchanged between the

composite context and its internal components. The components of a composite context

may only exchange messages with the context and not among themselves. Public con-

straints associated with a composite context define the temporal order on the interleaving

of roles; public constraints are specified using predicate temporal logic. A composite con-

text is analogous to Helm’s contracts: components are equivalent to contract participants,

component messages equate partially to type obligations, and the rules governing the or-

dering of messages are like causal obligations. The components of a composite context,

however, may not communicate with one another. This does not reflect how object-oriented

systems are built in practice.

ObjecTime [45] is a computer-aided software engineering tool for developing object-

oriented real-time systems. Systems are modelled using black-boxes called actors that

communicate over bindings. A binding is a fixed connection between two actors over which

signals between the actors flow. Internally an actor may be composed of other actors and

may have an internal behaviour expressed as a state machine. An actor is a black-box that

may only communicate through messages to its surrounding environment. All actors are

modelled as concurrent entities that communicate by message passing. The ability to de-

composed actors means that actors can be used to model collaboration groups. The collab-

oration groups are actors that have internal structure, an interface, and internal behaviour.

Actors can be organized into inheritance hierarchies that can separately refine the structure

and the behaviour of a decomposed actor. This is analogous to the contract refinement ca-
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pability of Helm.

ObjecTime has some modelling features that can express the structural and temporal

constraints across collaboration groups (actors). An individual actor may be part of several

other actors, perhaps simultaneously, through the use multiple part-of and equivalence.

Each decomposition in which an actor participates, defines one aspect of its total structure

and behaviour. An equivalence relationship defines all the decompositions in which an in-

dividual actor may participate. The temporal properties of actors can be expressed as fixed,

optional, or imported. Fixed actors are created implicitly when their containing actor is cre-

ated, optional actors are created dynamically at runtime, and imported actors model cases

where an actor is imported from elsewhere to operate temporarily in a given decomposi-

tion. Actors may be dynamically created and destroyed. Models built using the ObjecTime

tool are executable.

Johnson [35] uses a structured essay approach to document frameworks for the users

of them. A pattern specification implicitly describes the interaction patterns between groups

of objects in a framework that users of a framework must understand when extending it.

The framework is documented as a set of “patterns”. A pattern is a typical use of frame-

work. The first pattern describes the overall purpose of the framework and gives examples

of how it can be used. Successive patterns describe progressively more detailed uses of the

framework. For example, the first pattern in an essay might describe a framework as a ge-

neric architecture for constructing graphical editors. Subsequent patterns might describe

how to extend the menu palette to include new graphical figures or how to render the graph-

ical figures on a drawing canvas. Each pattern begins with a problem statement that de-

scribes the purpose of the pattern. A description of the pattern then follows. This is a free

form discussion that often describes the interaction patterns between groups of objects by

giving concrete examples. The pattern concludes with a summary of how to extend the

framework in terms of what classes and methods are needed to achieve the pattern. Links

to other related patterns are also given.

2.5.1  Critique: Models for Collaboration Groups

The techniques of this section move the focus from being primarily on the behaviour of an
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individual object to the interactions of a group. These techniques are better suited to the re-

quirements of a specification technique for collaborating objects and frameworks than tech-

niques for specifying individual objects.

Formal-textual techniques like Helm’s contracts and Arapis’s contexts are potentially

powerful. For example, Arapis develops a satisfiability algorithm for verifying the consist-

ency of the specification expressed in his formalism, and Helm et. al. are developing lan-

guage support and tools based on their formalism. Unfortunately, as tools for system

understanding and design these techniques may be difficult to use. They embed object in-

teractions in operation specifications that are not centralized making it difficult to deter-

mine the behaviour patterns through a collaboration group. Also, textually-based

approaches cannot convey the essence of a design at a glance as graphically-based ap-

proaches can, and their formal nature may lead to a level of completeness that makes the

essence of system’s architecture difficult to extract.

Booch provides graphical notations for mechanisms. Unfortunately the diagramming

notation used by Booch emphasizes detailed programming level issues, such as object vis-

ibility and pointer passing. As a communication tool these details may obscure the essence

of a design, and as a design tool they may cause a shift in focus to programming level con-

cerns before the design issues have been resolved.

ObjecTime also provides a graphical notation; unfortunately the graphical notation says

very little about the underlying behaviour of a system which is expressed textually in the

code fragments associated with state machines. It thus becomes difficult to understand the

relationships between the parts of a system and to piece together the aggregate behaviours

that span the parts. Unlike the other models, ObjecTime can express elements of dynamic

structure (e.g., creation, destruction, and movement of components) and the structural and

temporal constraints across collaboration groups, albeit non-graphically.

Johnson provides a structured essay approach that describes how a framework may be

extended in standard ways. The approach describes the design of a framework implicitly.

Therefore, when novel framework extensions are attempted the pattern specification alone

does not provide enough information. One must rely on reading the source code or on an-
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other specification technique.

2.6  Review and Critique: Aggregate Behaviour Models

Describing the structure of larger components is only half of the picture; the internal behav-

iour of the larger components and the behaviours that span them are also important.

Booch uses timing diagrams to describe the flow-of-control within a mechanism. Fig-

ure 10 illustrates the style of Booch’s timing diagrams, which are typical of the behaviour

specification techniques in several object-oriented methods, e.g., Jacobson’s interaction di-

agrams [31]. Each object in a mechanism is given a horizontal axis, time proceeds from left

to right, and messages sent are shown as arcs between the object axes.

As used by Booch, timing diagrams represent the explicit flow-of-control as it occurs

in a running system. Timing diagrams represent issues such as, who calls whom, the nesting

of calls, and explicit returns of control (see Figure 10). The grey-horizontal lines in the tim-

ing diagram of Figure 10 represent the nesting of calls. After message m2 has been sent,

for example, the call nesting level is two deep. The highlighted parts of the timeline repre-

sent explicit returns of control as the call stack is unwound.

Jacobson [32] defines a use case as a sequence of transactions, performed by a user and

a system in dialogue. A transaction is performed by either the user or the system and is in-

itiated by a stimulus. A use case is a textual, scenario style description that enumerates se-
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m3 m4

Timing Diagram

Figure 10: Typical Behaviour Representations of Object-Oriented Methods
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quences of observable events that occur at the edges of a system. A use-case describes the

operation of a system from a user’s perspective: the system is treated as black-box that can

be described from its observable behaviours and the system’s internal components abstract-

ed away.

Message sequence diagrams describe the sequencing of messages between objects.

Jacobson has a variation called interaction diagrams that describe the mapping of a use

case to the system’s internal components. Rumbaugh’s event traces [44] are another varia-

tion. Figure 11 represents a generic message sequence diagram for the example of Figure

10. Vertical lines represent the lifetimes of objects and directed arcs between the vertical

lines represent message sends. The source of the arc is the client of the message and the

object at the end of the arc is the server. Time proceeds from top to bottom. Message se-

quence diagrams are similar to Booch’s timing diagrams because they explicitly represent

client/server message sending relationships, but returns of control are not shown.

Buhr introduces timethreads [13] as a large-scale behaviour description technique for

causality-flow. Causality-flow is a time-ordered sequence of causality connected activities

performed by a system in relation to its architecture. A timethread is a causality-flow dia-

gram. A timethread starts at some point of stimulus, touches elements of the design in the

order they are activated and eventually terminates with completion of processing, or the de-

livery of a response. Time increases from the beginning of a thread to its end. Timethreads

have a visual representation that looks like a curve and are often drawn over some repre-

sentation of a design to show the relationship between causal-flow paths through the system

and the architecture of system [13]. The complete notation can represent issues like:

A B C D

Timem1
m2

m3

m4

objects

messages

Figure 11: Message Sequence Diagrams
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branches and joins in the thread path, the creation and destruction of components, waiting

patterns, and complex interaction patterns between concurrent timethreads [14]. A summa-

ry of the timethread notation that is used in this thesis is given in Appendix A.

The example of Figure 10 is repeated in Figure 12 using timethreads. A timethread is

overlaid on the object diagram in the top part of the figure. The filled circle represents the

start of the thread and the thick-straight line represents its end-point. The path between the

start and end-point links the objects as they are activated through time (e.g., A, B, C, D, C).

In the bottom half of the figure is a timing diagram drawn using a timethread interpretation.

Note that the timethread expresses the pure sequencing of activities; detailed control-flow

issues, such as returns of control, are not necessarily represented.

Timethreads are an intermediate behaviour description technique that lie between

Jacobson’s use cases and other more detailed notations like Jacobson’s interaction dia-

grams and Booch’s timing diagrams. A timethread is more concrete than a use case because

it considers the role of components internal to a system; a timethread is more abstract than

control-flow because it can represent the pure sequencing of activities.

2.6.1  Critique: Aggregate Behaviour Models

Control-flow representations, like Booch’s timing diagrams, presuppose that the responsi-

bilities for managing the flow-of-control have been allocated to components. This may not

m2
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Timethreadstart
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Figure 12: The Timethread Representation of Behaviour
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be the appropriate representation when one is interested in the sequence of activities that

must be performed and not the explicit control over that sequencing, e.g., as during the ear-

lier stages of design before the details of object collaborations have been decided. Control-

flow is a low-level concept that focuses on the way a resulting system executes rather than

on the patterns of behaviour through it; the resulting details may make it difficult to under-

stand the typical behaviour patterns through a system. Message sequence diagrams, like

Jacobson’s interaction diagrams, are syntactically different but not semantically different

from Booch’s timing diagrams. Syntactically, interaction diagrams do not show explicit re-

turns of control but the returns of control are implied in the sequence of messages. There-

fore, interaction diagrams like timing diagrams, presuppose that the responsibility for the

flow of control has been allocated to clients and servers.

Use cases are a high-level specification technique for typical interaction scenarios, but

focus on the interaction with a system as a black-box and do not address the interaction pat-

terns between the internal structures of the black-box. Timethreads are a graphical repre-

sentation of behaviour that is suitable for describing typical interaction patterns through a

system; however, they require a complimentary architectural specification if they are to be

applied to collaboration groups.

2.7  Summary

An architectural view of object-oriented systems is concerned with the structure and behav-

iour of a system in operation; objects, object references, and methods are the basic units.

The basic architectural view presented here is called the object architecture. A constructive

view of an object-oriented system is concerned with how it is built using classes, inherit-

ance, and polymorphism.

Object-oriented frameworks offer large-scale reuse because they embody interaction

patterns between objects and collaboration groups which are implicitly reused when sub-

classing off of a framework.

Most object-oriented modelling techniques use a combination of E-R diagrams and

communicating state machines. The E-R models are relatively static and do not easily ex-
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press behaviour patterns and dynamic structure. State machine models are behaviour rich,

but tend to bury larger behaviour patterns in the fragments of possibly many state machines.

Existing techniques for modelling collaboration groups fail to address how a complete

system may be composed of groups, how objects participate in multiple groups, and how

the end-to-end behaviour of a system may be expressed in terms of the collaboration

groups. The ObjecTime tool is a notable exception, but much of the semantics of an Objec-

Time model is buried in code fragments and state machines associated with objects.
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Chapter 3:  Architectural Concepts and
Visual Notations

This chapter introduces the architectural concepts and visual notations on which this thesis

is based. A meta-model for the architecture of software systems is presented. The meta-

model describes the rules and relationships that govern a set of basic architectural concepts.

Like a framework, the meta-model is an abstract description that may be specialized

through extension. A visual notation for the meta-model is presented. The meta-model and

visual notation developed in this chapter are extended and specialized in the next chapter

to include the concepts used for role-based modelling. In this way, the meta-model acts as

a foundation for the concepts and notations used in this thesis.

3.1  System Models

There are many ways of viewing a system and there are many models to support these

views [15]. A system view is a narrowly focused projection of some aspect of a system’s

total design that emphasizes certain properties and either omits or abstracts from other

properties. This is important because: (1) individual views are simpler than the design of

the system as a whole, and (2) uniform models can be developed to support the views.

Some examples of views that are important in software development include: an architec-

tural view which emphasizes a system’s structure and behaviour as it executes, an end-to-

end behaviour view which emphasizes the sequence of activities and component activa-

tions across the internals of a system that ultimately generate a system response in reaction

to a driving stimulus, a black-box behaviour view which is concerned only with the behav-

iour of a systems as seen at its edges, and a functional view which emphasizes the transfor-
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mations performed by the system to produce output data from input data.

A model has a notation with semantic properties and is a means of capturing the ele-

ments of a view. Figure 13 illustrates that there are many different models available to sup-

port the many views of a system. The triangular notation represents an is-a relationship

between models, e.g., an architectural model is-a kind of system design model. The figure

illustrates only a few of the possible models and provides some concrete examples of mod-

els in some the categories, e.g.: MachineCharts [11] is an example of an architectural mod-

el; Timethreads [10] is an example of an end-to-end behaviour description technique; the

extensional specification style of LOTOS [50] produces a black-box behaviour model be-

cause it defines the behaviour of a system entirely in terms of the interactions between the

system and its environment; and data flow models [51] are primarily concerned with func-

tional issues.

Figure 13 divides the models based on the primary system view that the model sup-

ports. The result appears to be a collection of cleanly separated models; however, system

views are not orthogonal and neither are the models that support the views. For example,

an architectural view often has common elements to a functional view because the archi-

tecture of system must provide the infrastructure to support functional operations on data.

As another example, a performance view may concern the performance implications of an-
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other view, such as an architectural view or an end-to-end behaviour view. The result is that

system models often have elements in common but the common elements are either ex-

pressed differently or are dealt with at a different level of detail in the different models. For

example, the MachineCharts model has buttons that model functional operations, but the

operations themselves are treated as stubs that take up time; the details of the operation are

developed later or are expressed in another model.

The complexity of large software systems requires that developers use many different

types of models throughout the production lifetime of a system [15]. Besides many differ-

ent types of models, developers also use many different instances of the same type of model

to address different parts of the system. For example, one may develop data flow diagrams

for each of the major subsystems in a large system. The result is many overlapping model

instances of the same and different types. One powerful development approach would be

to aggregate the various model instances to form a complete specification for the design of

the system from which an implementation of the system may be derived and maintained.

This may be difficult because it requires that the models or aspects of them be formally de-

fined and related. Also, formal notations, although powerful and unambiguous, are often

difficult to use individually, because of their demand for completeness of detail [1], and to-

gether, because there may be conflicts between the details of different formalisms.

Another approach, and the one advocated here, is the use of multiple models, that may

overlap but are consistent relative to one another, that may be informal, and that specify key

system aspects and not the details required for a complete system specification. The use of

multiple models and their integration is not pursued further; the thesis develops one model,

a notation for it, and provides examples of its use.

The shaded region of Figure 13 highlights the type of model that is the focus of this the-

sis: an architectural model for the dynamic structure of software systems.

The architecture of a software system is a model of its operation in terms of its compo-

nents and their communication pathways. There are two related aspects to system architec-

ture: structure (components and their communication pathways) and behaviour (operation

of and communication between the components). Structure is the decomposition of a sys-
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tem into its components, the composition relationships among the components, and the

communication pathways among the parts to achieve interaction. Example architectural

components include subsystems, layers, objects, and processes. Structure alone does not in-

clude system operation (an element of behaviour) and is therefore a different concept from

architecture. Behaviour is the temporal sequencing of the activities performed by a system

and the communication patterns among the component parts and across the communication

paths. Architecture does not explicitly address either functional concerns, such as algorith-

mic operations to transform data, or data structure concerns, such as the in-memory layout

of data elements for efficient access; however, there are links to function and data in an ar-

chitectural model. Functional operations on data appear in an architectural model in stub

form: they are part of the architecture and are activated as needed, but the details of their

algorithms are deferred. The major data elements in a system are considered part of the sys-

tem’s architecture which requires an operational-view of data, meaning that the major data

elements are defined in terms of the operations that can be performed against them, and that

the structure of the data elements is hidden by these operations.

Dynamic structure refers to changes that occur to a system’s structure while it is run-

ning: components may be created and destroyed; the composition relationships between the

components may change through time; and the communication paths among components

may be created, destroyed or rerouted. A dynamic structure model allows these aspects of

a system to be specified prior to system operation. Many software systems have limited

structural dynamics, e.g., simple filters that transform data representations; or have fixed

structures at a coarse-grained level, e.g., many large software systems are composed of a

static collection of large subsystems. There are a class of software systems, however, such

as those organized around object-oriented frameworks, that tend to have highly dynamic

structures [13]. For such systems, modelling the structural dynamics may be important to

understanding the system as a whole.

This thesis is concerned with collaborating groups of objects because of the importance

of such groups in object-oriented frameworks. Collaborating object groups are architectur-

al components, but are often only design concepts that are implemented in a distributed

fashion in the code of several classes. The structure of collaboration groups includes: (1)
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the composition of individual groups, i.e., the identification of a group’s participants and

any subgroups; and (2) the composition relationships among many groups, i.e., the com-

munication pathways among groups and how participants are shared across groups. The be-

haviour of collaboration groups includes: (1) the causal-flow patterns among the

participants of an individual group necessary for the group to fulfil its objectives, and (2)

the causal-flow patterns across many groups necessary for the system to fulfil its end-to-

end objectives. Dynamic structure of a collaboration group includes when the participants

of a group play their roles relative to the other participants and to the group as a whole. Dy-

namic structure also includes the creation and destruction of collaboration groups and their

participants, and the movement of participants among the collaboration groups.

3.2  Description of the Architectural Meta-Model

This section presents an architectural meta-model. A meta-model is a model that describes

the properties of another model(s). The architectural meta-model describes the properties

of models for specifying the architecture of software systems with emphasis given to their

dynamic structure. Figure 14 presents the complete meta-model in Rumbaugh’s E-R dia-

gramming notation. Readers unfamiliar with this notation can refer to Appendix B. The

concepts of the meta-model are the entities of Figure 14 and the relationships between the

entities help to explain how the concepts interact.

The meta-model takes a component-based view of software systems in operation and

uses a small set of basic concepts to support this view: places, terminals, wires, connectors,

and messages. The meta-model describes the properties of these concepts, the relationships

between them, and the constraints that govern their relationships. The concepts are suffi-

ciently general so that they are not specific to a given model, but also extensible so that they

may be customized for different models. The meta-model is extended by specializing the

basic concepts in a manner analogous to subclassing in inheritance hierarchies: the special-

ized concepts inherit the properties and the relationships of the basic concepts.

A summary of the complete visual design notation that supports the meta-model con-

cepts is given in Figure 15.The design notation uses visual shapes and annotations to dis-

tinguish the concepts of the meta-model, and uses spatial layout of the shapes and
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connections between them to describe the relationships between meta-model concepts.

The sections that follow explain pieces of the architectural meta-model and develop

visual design notations to support the meta-model pieces.
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PLACE
HOLDER

COMPONENTPLACE

Places Terminals

behaviour

relay

Wire
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3.3  Architectural Fundamentals

Places, terminals, wires, and messages are the basic architectural concepts of the meta-

model. Figure 16 presents a portion of the meta-model, shown as shaded in the figure, that

allows for the creation of simple design models in terms of the basic architectural concepts.

The visual design notation for each of the basic concepts and a simple example that com-

bines them are shown in the bottom half of the figure. The example illustrates a wiring di-

agram because it shows a collection of places that are joined at their interface points by

wires.

An architectural entity is the most general concept of the meta-model. It provides only

an identity attribute that is used to uniquely identify instances of architectural entities in a

model of a system.

A place is a node in a wiring diagram; it is drawn as a box with a hashed outline. Ulti-

mately places are where activities are performed; this distinguishes a place from a terminal
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TerminalPlace carries Message

end-points
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Place Terminal Wire
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Place
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Direct
Nested Place
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and wire which are concepts that do not perform activities. The recursive aggregation rela-

tionship on the place concept of the meta-model (see Figure 14) specifies that a place may

contain other places. This supports the recursive decomposition of a system into succes-

sively smaller pieces, e.g., layers into subsystems and subsystems into objects. The decom-

position of one place in another is represented visually by nested boxes. A place that has

places inside of it is called a container, and a place inside of an another place is called a

nested place. Places may have many terminals and the terminals may be connected by wires

to the terminals of other places. A place is said to be a black-box because terminals on the

edges of a place create an interface through which all information flows into or out-of the

place must pass, and message passing through terminals is the only way that places (or

more specialized kinds of places) may exchange information.

The place concept by itself does not have behaviour meaning that it is incapable of re-

sponding to requests made of it and may not spontaneously generate requests to other ar-

chitectural entities. Therefore, the place concept is an insufficient abstraction for creating

architectural designs. It is analogous to an abstract class in object-oriented programming,

because instances of a place do not occur in design diagrams and because the place concept

acts as a template for more specialized concepts.

A message is simply a container of information that flows over wires; one must look

into the message to discover the meaning of the information. The contents of a message

may include the identifiers of architectural elements and the values of primitive data ele-

ments. Deferred are issues of message copying, i.e., whether the contents of a message are

copies or references to the information they represent. This keeps the message concept in-

dependent of, and open to refinement, implementation concerns like shared versus non-

shared memory in distributed systems. A message is not given a notation, instead, the

contents of a message are drawn as small flows shown next to a wire. The shape of the flow

depends on the architectural entity it represents. Examples are given later.

A wire is a connection between components over which messages flow; it drawn as an

arc with connectors on its ends. A wire has end-points that may be connected to terminals.

A message originating at one of the end-points of a wire will travel to all the other end-
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points on the wire. A good analogy is an ethernet cable with many taps into it. The general

concept of a wire is undirectional; it supports message flow in any direction over it, how-

ever, particular instances of a wire may restrict the direction of message flow because of

the properties of the terminals to which they are attached. A wire may not be decomposed

into sub-wirings.

A direct wire is a refinement of the wire concept that is a point-to-point bidirectional

communication pathway. It has exactly two end-points.

Terminals act as the interfaces of components and may be connected to wires. An at-

tribute of a terminal is its wiring protocol which defines the legal messages that may be sent

from it and received by it, and the rules that govern the sequencing of the messages. The

wiring protocol of a terminal places restrictions on what terminals may be bound together

by common wire. For example, a specific terminal expecting messages of type X may be

bound to a terminal that sends messages of type X, but not to a terminal that sends messages

of type Y. The exact form of the restrictions and how they are enforced are deferred to more

specialized architectural concepts.

Although terminals have wiring protocols, they have no behaviour of their own; there-

fore, a terminal may neither perform activities nor interpret the meaning of the messages

which pass through it. This separates the terminal concept from the place concept and its

derivatives.

Figure 17 presents, from the meta-model, the refinements to the terminal concept and

their visual design notations. A behaviour terminal is a terminal that exists on the interface

of a place. It has only one side for connecting to wires: the side facing outwards from the

place to which it is attached. A behaviour terminal is implicitly wired to the behaviour of

the place to which it is attached (the term “place” is used here to refer to all possible spe-

cializations of the place concept that provide behaviour since the general place concept is

without behaviour). A relay terminal also exists on the interface of a place, but wires may

be connected to both of its sides. A relay terminal is used to wire an internally nested place

across the interface of its containing place. The messages which pass through a relay ter-

minal are not seen in any way by the place to which the relay terminal is attached.
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Figure 18 combines the notations discussed thus far. The example of Figure 18 looks

very much like a hardware wiring diagram. The boxes could represent chips, the terminals

could represent pins, and the wires the signalling paths between the chips. Everything in

this diagram is fixed in place. Figure 18, illustrates properties that are common to many

software design models: black-boxes with interfaces, nesting of boxes, and connections

among boxes to support interactions and the exchange of information.

3.4  Dynamic Structure: Components and Placeholders

Figure 19 introduces two new meta-model concepts, components and placeholders, that in-

troduce behaviour and the basic concepts needed for modelling dynamic structure.

Figure 17: Terminals
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A component is a kind of place that may have its own behaviour. A component is drawn

as a box with a solid outline to emphasize that it is a more concrete concept than a place.

The edge of the box is used in design diagrams as the source of actions taken by a compo-

nent’s behaviour.

Components have structural properties inherited from the place abstraction, so compo-

nents are black-boxes, have interfaces, and may be recursively nested. A component mod-

els a physical or conceptual entity that forms part of a designer’s mental model of a system

in operation [13]. Objects, processes, and subsystems are examples of components, but

some are closer to the implementation than others.

All behaviour originates in components and occurs at places of the system that are oc-

cupied by components. The operational lifetime of a component instance begins in a place

when it has acquired its necessary system resources and has initialized its internal state in-

formation such that it is capable of performing actions in the place either autonomously or

when requested to do so, depending on its nature. There is an implied initialization phase

for any component instance in a place, but the meta-model does not make the initialization

phase explicit because it is concerned with the operation of the system in steady-state and

is less concerned with the transients due to initialization operations. The initialization phas-

es in implementations of architectural models may be very complex, because it is during

these phases that the steady-state conditions of the model are achieved by lower-level con-

cepts like pointer passing, memory allocation, and data assignment. There is also an im-

plied termination phase associated with the end of a component instances operational

Figure 19: Dynamic Relationships
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lifetime in a given place. A termination phase involves activities like freeing memory and

invalidating pointer references in implementations of architectural models.

A placeholder is a reserved place in a wiring; instances of components fill placeholders

during system operation. A component fills a placeholder by rolling into it using the roll-in

operation of the placeholder concept in Figure 19, and the placeholder is said to be filled

(i.e., its filled attribute becomes true). A component may be rolled-out of a placeholder us-

ing the roll-out operation of the placeholder concept in Figure 19, and the placeholder be-

comes empty (i.e., its filled attribute becomes false) and ready to accept another component.

Conceptually, rolling a component into or out of a placeholder equates to the movement of

a component and is an aspect of dynamic structure. A placeholder is drawn as a box with a

set of rollers internal to it. The rollers symbolize that a placeholder may have components

rolled into and out-of it during system operation.

A placeholder has no behaviour of its own, but it has structural properties inherited

from the place abstraction. A placeholder has an interface of terminals that must be matched

by component instances that are to fill the placeholder. This means that the interface termi-

nals of the placeholder must be a compatible subset of the interface terminals of the com-

ponent; i.e., a component must have a matching terminal for each terminal of the

placeholder, but the component may have more terminals that are not used in the context

of the placeholder. As with the compatibility of terminals bound by a wire, the exact rules

governing the compatibility of a component’s terminal to a placeholder’s terminal are de-

ferred to more specialized architectural concepts.

A placeholder has no internal structures that exist in it prior to being filled by a compo-

nent; although components that fill placeholders may be nested to an arbitrary depth. Place-

holders act as an interface specification for component instances that wish to participate in

the context of the placeholder; the specification of the internals of the components is found

in other diagrams. This property of a placeholder amounts to a constraint on the inherited

recursive decomposition property of places as seen by placeholders.

When modelling systems, however, it may be useful to draw diagrams that show place-

holders with internal structure. In these cases, the internal structures of the placeholder are
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just design cues that help to explain the role of the placeholder in its context. For example,

components may be rolled into a placeholder to have some data value they maintain updat-

ed. It may be more understandable to draw a representation for the updated data value in

the placeholder. The specification of the placeholder informs the designer that components

that fill the placeholder should provide something equivalent to the data value in their in-

ternal structure. The internal structure of a placeholder represents a typical organization of

the internal structure of components that fill it and acts as a design cue or design constraint

for other parts of the system. The operational semantics of the meta-model, however, do not

consider the internal structure of a placeholder when rolling a component into a placehold-

er; a component and placeholder need only be interface compatible.

3.4.1  Placeholders: Roll-in and Roll-out

Figure 20 illustrates the notations used to represent rolling a component into and out-of a

placeholder. Since a placeholder has no behaviour of its own, some component external to

the placeholder must be responsible for rolling the component into it. In the example of Fig-

ure 20, the behaviour of the containing component, called a container, of the placeholder

rolls-in a component instance into the placeholder at some point during the container’s op-

eration. This is shown by an arc drawn from the edge of the container to the internals of the

placeholder, and a component instance is shown as flowing along the arc. The arrowhead

on the arc is used to make explicit the control direction of the operation: from the tail of the

arc to the head. Any component in the same container as the placeholder may perform the

roll-in operation, but the black-box semantics of a place restrict components external to the

container of a placeholder from doing the same. A roll-in operation causes a placeholder to

be filled and causes the component filling the placeholder be begin operation in the local

context of the container. A filled placeholder may have a component rolled-out of it. The

roll-out operation is represented by an arc with a zigzag annotation across it; the arc points

to the internals of the placeholder.
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Conceptually, rolling a component into or out of a placeholder equates to the movement

of a component and is an aspect of dynamic structure. In Section 3.5 the architecture of a

system is defined to allow a component to be in multiple places, perhaps simultaneously.

Roll-in puts a component into a placeholder; it does not, by itself, cause the component to

leave other places. This effect could be achieved by a roll-out operation in one place fol-

lowed by a roll-in operation in another. Similarly roll-out does not imply that a component

is moved to some other place: it simply means that the component filling the placeholder is

no longer operational in the context of the container.

3.4.2  Fixed and Optional Components

A component may be characterized as fixed or optional relative to a containing component.

This is specified in the meta-model by the fixed and optional attributes of the recursive ag-

gregation relationship involving components in Figure 21. Modelling the fixed and optional

properties of a component as attributes of the relationship between a component and a con-

tainer is important, because it allows the temporal properties of a component to be ex-

pressed at a finer level of granularity then if the temporal properties were expressed relative

to the system as a whole. The adjectives fixed and optional do not represent different types

of components but merely serve to characterize a component in its relationship to one con-

taining component. In the meta-model of Figure 14 the recursive aggregation relationship

involving components has a black dot next to the container end of the relationship (omitted

here). This extra annotation specifies that a component may be part-of many other compo-

nents (multiple part-of). This section is concerned with the temporal properties of a com-

ponent relative to one container; multiple part-of is explained more fully in Section 3.5.

Placeholder

Figure 20: Rolling a Component into a Placeholder

aComponent

Roll-in

Roll-outContainer
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A component is considered fixed if it is present and operational in a container when the

container begins to operate and remains operational there for the operational lifetime of the

container. A component is optional if it begins operation in a container sometime after the

lifetime of the container begins. An optional component may have its operation stopped in

a container before the lifetime of that container ends.

Figure 21 shows the notations used to differentiate these cases. A fixed component is

represented as a box without a special annotation because fixed components are considered

the default. An optional component has a small square box on its external edge that repre-

sents a start/stop button. In Figure 21, start and stop are modelled as operations on the mul-

tiple part-of relationship.To start a component means to begin its operational lifetime in a

place, and to stop a component means to end its operational lifetime in a place. Fixed com-

ponents are implicitly started and stopped at the end-points of their container’s operational

lifetime; however, these operations are applied explicitly to optional components.

An optional component is started by activating its start/stop button. This is represented

by drawing a simple arc “pushing” the start/stop button; the source end of the arc is attached

to the component that does the push, see Figure 22. An optional component may be stopped

by “pushing” the start/stop button a second time with a stopping push (multiple successive

starts have no effect). A stopping push is represented as an arc with a zigzag annotation

through it. Once an optional component is stopped it may not be restarted; thus, a stopping

push ends the operation of an optional component in a container. A start or stop operation

on an optional component may only be performed by a component in the same container

as the optional component.

Figure 21: Fixed and Optional Components
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Figure 23 illustrates the possible nesting relationships: an optional component in an op-

tional component (B in A); a fixed component in an optional component (E in A); a fixed

component in a fixed component (F in E); and an optional component in a fixed component

(G in E). The temporal properties of an individual component relative to the system as a

whole can be determined by considering the temporal properties of the component and the

temporal properties of each component that contains it. Note that the fixed and optional at-

tributes do not apply to placeholders because a placeholder is simply a prewired slot in a

design diagram that can only be made operational by rolling a component instance into it.

When a component is rolled into a placeholder it is implicitly started; when a component

is rolled out-of a placeholder it is implicitly stopped in the context of the placeholder.

3.4.3  Temporal Properties of Components in one Container

Figure 24 summaries the temporal properties that govern the operation of components and

filled placeholders relative to one container. The figure shows a fixed component, an op-

tional component, and a placeholder nested inside of a container. Also shown is a timeline

that illustrates one possible scenario for the operational lifetime of the container. The thick

vertical lines represent the starting and ending points of the operational lifetime of the con-

tainer. The filled boxes along the time axes represent the lifetimes of component instances

FIXED OPTIONAL
COMPONENTCOMPONENT

Figure 22: Starting and Stopping an Optional Component

CONTAINER Start

Stop

Figure 23: Dynamic Structural Properties may be Nested
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that operate in the context of the container. The fixed component’s operational lifetime in

this context coincides with the operational lifetime of the container. The operational life-

time of the optional component in this context begins sometime after the lifetime of the

container begins and ends sometime before the lifetime of the container ends. In the case

of the placeholder, different component instances (shown by the different fill patterns in the

figure) may roll into and out-of operation during the container’s lifetime. The same com-

ponent instance may fill a placeholder at different times (see the figure): the only restriction

is that the same component may not be in two places simultaneously within the same con-

tainer. When the lifetime of the container ends, any operational optional components and

filled placeholders are implicitly stopped or rolled-out respectively.

3.5  Multiple Part-of: The Concept

This section describes the multiple part-of relationship among component entities of the

meta-model.4 The fragment of the meta-model dealing with multiple part-of is repeated in

Figure 25. This is the same meta-model fragment that appeared in Figure 21 except for the

black-dot that has been added next to the container end of the relationship arc. The multiple

part-of relationship says several things: a component may contain many other components,

a component may be contained in many other components (the addition of the black-dot

allows for this), and a component may be fixed or optional relative to each of its containers.

The notational elements in Figure 25 introduce a new notation to support multiple part-of,

4. The term multiple part-of comes from ObjecTime [45].

Figure 24: Temporal Properties of Components and Placeholders
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called an equivalence arc. An equivalence arc is a thick double-headed line that joins two

or more places (components or placeholders); it specifies the places in a system that will

contain the same component instances at runtime, though not necessarily simultaneously.

Multiple part-of introduces two general cases: a component may be in different places

at different times, or a component may be in different places at the same time. Figure 26

shows the simplest case where the same component (labelled A in the figure) is involved in

two different decompositions at different times. Note that this requires the ability (concep-

tually if not physically) of a component moving from one place in the system to another. A

good analogy is a distributed system with object instances that flow between the nodes.

A component may also be involved in multiple decompositions at the same time, see

Figure 27. This is useful in cases where a component has different roles that may be used

to factor a system into a set of simpler views. For example, a figure object in a graphics

editor may be involved in one factoring to draw an image of itself on the screen. In another

factoring, the figure object may be participating with other objects to service user interac-

tions.

Figure 25: Multiple Part-of
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One may imagine a factoring of components as a projection from a wiring plane to a

grouping plane. Figure 28 shows one example. In the wiring plane, a component is shown

in only one place, and all wires to the component are bound to this place. The grouping

plane represents a factoring of the wiring plane into collaborating groups of components.

The collaboration groups are represented as components. Boxes in the wiring plane and the

grouping plane that have the same shading represent the same component. The grouping

plane represents one possible configuration of the components in the wiring plane at a mo-

ment in time.

Time = T Time = T

Figure 27:  A Component may be in Different Places at the Same Time
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Factoring a system in this manner may seem to introduce unnecessary complexity. Af-

ter all, there is only one instance of a component at runtime and it can have only one phys-

ical memory location (if we do not consider the distributed system case). Factoring a

system in this manner has a number of advantages, however: (1) it simplifies an otherwise

complex wiring into a collection of smaller and simpler units; (2) it enables a collaboration

group to be treated as a component with an interface, identity, and possibly a behaviour of

its own; and (3) it allows the temporal properties of a component to be specified relative to

each collaboration group in which it is involved.

3.6  Multiple Part-of: Collaboration Groups

The grouping plane of Figure 28 represents one possible configuration of components at a

point in time. It is possible, however, to specify the grouping plane in a generic way such

that it acts as a template for a subset of the possible component organizations at runtime.

For a large system, many such diagrams would be needed to address the different parts of

the system. The purpose of this section is to show how the architectural concepts may be

used in combination to create generic architectural models in terms of collaborating groups

of components.

Figure 29 is a generic architectural diagram of the grouping plane shown in Figure 28.

The collaboration groups labelled I, II, and III are the same in both figures. There is an

equivalence relationship among the components labelled A in each of the collaboration

groups. This specifies that the same instance of component A participates in groupings I,

II, and III. A is always a fixed component as are the collaboration groups; therefore, A is

operational in each of its places at the same time.

The remaining equivalence relationships in Figure 29 involve the placeholder F in col-

laboration group I. Since placeholders are initially empty, they must always be involved in

at least one equivalence; the equivalence arcs specify the components that may be used to

fill the placeholder at runtime. For example, the equivalence relationships involving place-

holder F specify that either component D or component E may roll into it at runtime. The

agency that performs the roll-in and the roll-out is the behaviour of collaboration group I.

The equivalence relationships involving placeholder F specify that component D may be
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part-of collaboration groups I and II, and that component E may be part-of collaboration

groups I and III. Note that the multiple part-of relationship applies only to components

(e.g., D and E) and not to placeholders (e.g., F) which are local to one container.

Figure 29 also specifies that component B is a fixed component that exists only in col-

laboration group I, and that component C is an optional component that is local to collab-

oration group II and started by component A.

3.7  Temporal Properties of Models

Architectural design diagrams, like Figure 29, act as templates for the runtime organiza-

tions that are possible. The templates embody both structural and temporal constraints.

Structural constraints limit the possible runtime organizations in terms of component de-

composition and component wiring. For example, in Figure 29, component A may exist in

three places, B and C in one, and D and E in two. Furthermore, component B may only

communicate with component A, D, and E. Temporal constraints place limits on the oper-

ational lifetimes of components relative to one another. For example, component C must

begin to operate in collaboration group II sometime after A begins to operate in this same

container because A starts C. As another example, components D and E may never partic-

ipate in collaboration I at the same time. There are many behavioural characteristics that

Figure 29: An Example Architectural Design Diagram
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are not specified by an architectural diagram like that of Figure 29: the sequence of activi-

ties performed by the components in response to stimuli; the interaction patterns between

the components; and the causes and temporal orders of changes to the runtime configura-

tion of components. Specifying this sort of behaviour requires another system view, e.g.,

an end-to-end behaviour view like timethreads.

3.7.1  Composite Lifetimes of Components

The semantics of components (both fixed and optional) and placeholders define temporal

constraints on the operational lifetime of a component relative to one container. Through

equivalence the temporal constraints on a component instance in all of its decompositions

may be determined. The composite lifetime of a component is defined as the longest oper-

ational existence of a component if one considers all the decompositions in which the com-

ponent is involved. At the beginning of the composite lifetime of a component there must

be a create performed: to create a component means to acquire system resources and to give

the component a unique identity. At the end of the composite lifetime of a component there

must be a destroy performed: to destroy a component means to reclaim system resources

and to mark the component’s identifier as invalid. The composite lifetime of a component

may have no gaps. This simply means that the same component instance may not be de-

stroyed and subsequently created. Thus, a component’s identifier must be unique for the

lifetime of the system, regardless of the lifetime of the component, to avoid inconsistencies

of interpretation. Create and destroy are operations supported by the component concept of

meta-model (Figure 14); notations and additional semantics for create and destroy are de-

veloped in Section 3.7.2.

Figure 30 is used to describe the relationship between create/destroy and start/stop/roll-

in/roll-out. On the left of the figure is an architectural design diagram. Components A, B,

and C are containers of components D, E, and placeholder F respectively. D, E, and F are

involved in an equivalence relationship, meaning that the same component instance will be

“in” D, E, and F at runtime. The component instance is called X for convenience. On the

right of the figure are two scenarios that represent possible temporal properties of the ar-

chitectural design diagram. Each scenario is expressed as a timeline. Each axis of the time-

line represents the composite lifetime of one of the components.The grey boxes on the
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timeline represent the operational lifetime of the component X relative to the components

A, B, and C.

In scenario 1, the composite lifetimes of all the components coincide. X is defined as

fixed relative to A and is implicitly created when A begins operation. The creation of X is

implicit because nothing in A needs to explicitly create X: the temporal semantics of com-

ponents and equivalence, and the current structural state of the system provide enough in-

formation for the creation of X to be implied. When A ends, X is no longer operational in

Figure 30: Composite Lifetime and Create and Destroy
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any of its places and may be destroyed. The destruction of X is implicit with the end of A’s

operational lifetime. From the time X rolls into C until it rolls out a second time, X is in-

volved in multiple decompositions.

In scenario 2, the composite lifetimes of the components are not coincident. This could

happen if the containing components A, B, and C were themselves involved in decompo-

sitions with dynamic properties. In this example, the composite lifetime of component X

begins with the start operation in component B, because this is the first place that requires

X to be operational. The roll-out operation in component C implies that X is destroyed as

this is last place in which X is operational. (In scenario 1, the start in B did not imply a cre-

ate since X was previously created when the composite lifetime of component A began.)

As general rules, a component is created when it is first required in any of its places,

and a component is destroyed when its is no longer operational in any of its places. A create

of a component may be coincident with a start operation of an optional component or co-

incident with the beginning of a container of a fixed component. A roll-in operation to a

placeholder cannot imply a create operation because a component must be created in some

other place before it may appear in a placeholder. A stop of an optional component, a roll-

out from a placeholder, or the end of a container’s lifetime may imply that a component is

destroyed.

Figure 31 illustrates the temporal constraints on a component instance in every possible

combination of places joined by an equivalence relationship. On the left of the figure are

partial architectural design diagrams, and on the right of the figure are timelines that define

some possible operational lifetimes of the components in the architectural design diagrams.

A is a fixed component and B is an optional component started by A. The components or

placeholders internal to A and B are joined in an equivalence. The component instance that

will participate in A and B is called X. The axes of the timelines on the right of the figure

illustrate the operational lifetimes of the component instances. The thick vertical bars rep-

resent the start-points and end-points of the lifetimes of components A and B, and the grey

boxes represent the lifetime of X relative to A and B. Case I, fixed equivalenced to fixed: X

is operational for the entire lifetimes of A and B. Case II, fixed equivalenced to optional: X
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is operational for the entire lifetime of A, but X is started and stopped within the lifetime

of B. The start of X in B must occur before the end of A, but the stop of X in B may occur

after the end of A. Case III, fixed equivalenced to placeholder: X is operational in A for its

entire lifetime, but X may roll-in and roll-out of B several times. X must roll into B before

the end of A, but may roll out of B after the end of A. Case IV, optional to placeholder: X

is operational within the lifetime of A, but X may roll-in and roll-out of B several times. X

must roll into B before the stop of X in A, but may roll out of B after it is stopped in A. Case

V, optional to optional: X is operational within the lifetimes of A and B. X must be started

in B before it is stopped in A. Case V, placeholder to placeholder: X may roll-in and roll-

out of A and B several times. The implication in this case is that at least one of the place-

holders is involved in another equivalence to define a source for an actual component in-

stance. There are no constraints on the ordering of the participation of X in A and B in this

case.
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Figure 31: Equivalence and Temporal Constraints
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The introduction of multiple part-of and equivalence means that components may be

further characterized based on their participation in multiple decompositions. Figure 32 il-

lustrates the possible cases. Components that are involved in only one decomposition are

called fixed-local components or optional-local components. Components that are involved

in equivalence relationships, and therefore in multiple decompositions, are termed fixed-

shared components or optional-shared components. In Figure 32, the shared components

have a small double arrow as an annotation. When a group of components is drawn in iso-

lation, this annotation is helpful for indicating that a component is shared in a larger con-

text. A placeholder must always be involved in at least one equivalence relationship to

define which component instances fill it; therefore, no special annotation is needed to indi-

cate the shared properties of a placeholder.

3.7.2  Explicitly Creating and Destroying Components

Explicit creation and destruction of components are supported by the create and destroy op-

erations of the component concept from the meta-model, see Figure 33. A create operation

is drawn as a double lined arc with an arrowhead pointing at the component to be created.

A destroy operation is similar but has a zigzag annotation across it.

Figure 32: Characterizations of Components and Placeholder
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Figure 33: Explicitly Creating and Destroying Components
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Create and destroy are simple low-level concepts that may be implied in an architectur-

al design diagram as the example of Figure 30 illustrates. The extra information provided

by equivalence relationships and the semantics given to places (components and placehold-

ers) allows the start-point and end-point of a component’s composite lifetime to inferred.

This would allow a runtime system supporting these semantics to perform the necessary

creates and destroys of components implicitly. This is analogous to languages with garbage

collection, e.g., Smalltalk, that enable systems to be built without the explicit destruction

of components. The architectural model proposed here enables this, but also enables sys-

tems to be built that are free of explicit creates.

There are cases in architectural designs, however, when it may be useful to show ex-

plicitly the creation or destruction of a component. Explicit component creation is useful

in initialization diagrams that depict the transient system states needed in implementations

to establish the context of a containing component in an architectural design. It is during

these initialization phases that components are physically created and the identifiers of

components exchanged in implementations. Although, such details are not the focus of the

meta-model, initialization diagrams explain how an architectural model is physically im-

plemented, which may help a designer understand the relationship between an architectural

design and its implementation.

Figure 34 provides a very simple initialization diagram for a keyboard event handler

component. The creation arcs from the edge of KeyboardEventHandler component spec-

ify that the InterruptHandler component and the EventBuffer component are created

when the KeyboardEventHandler is created. The instance flow named anEventBuffer

says that the InterruptHandler component is initialized with the identifier of the Event-

Buffer. This would allow the two components to communicate.
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Explicit creation is also useful in cases where a container component acts as a factory

for creating component instances that shipped off to other places in the system to do useful

work. For example in a graphical editor application, a single component may be responsi-

ble for creating instances of drawings, drawings being components that maintain the figures

to be displayed. Drawing components, once created, are shipped to other places where they

are manipulated. In this case, making creation explicit clarifies the role of the factory com-

ponent. The semantics of start/stop and roll-in/roll-out would be sufficient to specify this

situation, but using them would obscure an obvious design intent.

Explicit destruction may be useful on diagrams that show the termination phase of a

component’s composite lifetime. Explicit destruction may also be useful in architectural

designs when there is some master container of a component that defines the context which

determines the end of a component’s composite lifetime, even when a component may be

involved in multiple decompositions. For example, a figure component in a drawing editor

may be involved in many decompositions (e.g., to draw on the screen and to maintain in-

variants to other figures), but if there is a drawing component which contains all figures and

this drawing component is destroyed, then the figure must be destroyed also.

Figure 35 illustrates the notations used for explicitly destroying components. Any agen-

cy internal to the same container as another component may destroy that component. It is

possible to destroy an optional component and a component that is filling a placeholder. In

the case of a placeholder, the destroy arc points to the internals of the placeholder to sym-

bolize that the contents of the placeholder and not the placeholder itself are destroyed, see

Figure 35. When an optional component is destroyed it is implicitly stopped; therefore, a

destroy operation may not be followed by a start operation. When a component in a place-

Figure 34: Creation in Initialization Diagrams
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holder is destroyed that component is implicitly rolled-out of the placeholder; the place-

holder may be refilled at a later time with another component.

Destroying a fixed component is more complex than either of the other two cases. De-

stroying a fixed component causes the operation of that component to cease and causes the

destroy operation to be propagated to the container of the fixed component. Defining a

component as fixed relative to a container means that the component is required for the life-

time of the container; therefore, destroying a fixed component is like removing a vital organ

of its container, and the container must die as a result. If the fixed component is replicated

and the replication factor is not specified (i.e., the number of replicated components is op-

tional), then all replicated instances must be destroyed before the destroy operation is prop-

agated to the container of the replicated components.

It is often useful to propagate a destroy operation to the internals of a container when

the container itself is destroyed. The container may be destroyed explicitly as a result of a

destroy operation applied to it or implicitly because it is no longer operational in a place.

The bottom half of Figure 35 shows two different possibilities when a container is de-

stroyed. The container may wish to selectively destroy individual components when it is

destroyed, shown by an arc from the edge of the container to the to be destroyed compo-

nent; or the container may destroy every internal component, shown by an arc from the

edge of the container pointing to an empty spot in the container’s internals. When there are

no destroy arcs from the edge of a container, the default action is that none of the internal

components are explicitly destroyed. The fact that the container is destroyed, however, may

cause some of its internal components to be implicitly destroyed if they are no longer op-

Figure 35: Notation for Explicitly Destroying Components
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erational in any place.

The notations for destroying components may be combined. In Figure 36, component

B destroys fixed component C. This causes the destroy operation to be propagated to the

container A. The destroy annotation of A specifies that all of its internal components are to

be destroyed when A is destroyed. Thus the destroy operation is propagated to component

B, C, and the contents of placeholder D. This introduces a circularity problem for the de-

struction of C, but such cycles are easily broken by maintaining the state of a destroy op-

eration as it proceeds. Further destroys are possible, for example, the contents of B and C

themselves may be destroyed if B and C are defined such that the destroy operation is to

propagate to their internals.

When a shared component is destroyed, the destroy operation is propagated to all places

in which the shared component currently exists. In the example of Figure 30, the shared

component X is explicitly destroyed in container B where it is defined as optional. This

causes the operation of X to cease in all of its places: X is stopped in B and A, and rolled

out of C. The destroy operation is propagated to A when X is destroyed because component

D is defined as fixed relative to A.

The meta-model does not define the semantics needed to destroy a currently active

component that may be in communication with other components (the Ada programming

language definition [54] provides an example of the type of semantics that are needed).

Figure 36: Combining Destroy Notations
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3.8  Summary

The idea of a meta-model for the architectural concepts of software systems represents an

important contribution of this thesis. The meta-model is useful because it: (1) helps to de-

fine terminology, (2) could be a basis for a general theory for the architecture of software

systems, (3) could be a basis for an object-oriented framework for prototyping different

models of software architecture, and (4) could be used to categorize and compare existing

architectural models of software systems. The meta-model is inspired by research done in

the DOORS project [13], the ObjecTime tool [45], Helm’s contracts [26], and other re-

search efforts, e.g., Hermes [47].

Figure 37: Temporal Semantics of an Explicit Destroy
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Chapter 4:  Role-Based Model

This chapter describes the role-based architectural model and provides two small examples

of its use. Timethreads are used to describe the causal flow patterns through the examples.

The complete role-based model is described by extending the meta-model of Chapter 3. A

complete summary of the notations developed for this thesis is given.

4.1  Object Architecture and the Role Architecture

Figure 38 (taken from [13]) illustrates the possible dynamic nature of an object architec-

ture. In general, the system consists of an ever changing set of objects and object references

over time. The object references are established through the exchange of object identifiers.

When a new object is added new references are needed so that the new object may commu-

nicate with existing objects (e.g., when object 8 is added references are created to object 2

and from object 1).

The object references form a basis for establishing, dynamically, collaboration groups
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involving object instances. Figure 39 shows the nature of a system in terms of dynamically

changing collaboration groups over time. In this view, the system consists of a set of objects

that may come and go and that have dynamically changing groups overlaid on them. The

left-side of the figure shows three such groups: A, B, and C. A could represent a Model/

View/Controller (see Section 4.5) relationship among components 1, 2, and 8. Group B

could be some parent/child relationship between objects 2 and 3. The overlapping of the

groups implies that object 2 participates in groups A and B simultaneously.

Figure 39 (taken from [13]) illustrates that the collaboration groups have temporal

properties. The same group can exist at different times with different objects (e.g., group

B). Objects might occupy a different role in different occurrences of a group (e.g., object 3

may occupy different roles in the instances of group B). Groups may be destroyed (e.g.,

group A and C) and created (e.g., group D and E).

Implicit in Figure 39 are the object references between object instances. Note that there

may not be a one-to-one correspondence between an object reference and the group(s) it

supports. For example, the same references among objects 1, 8, and 2 may be used to sup-

port both groups A and D. The result is that the object references may be relatively static

compared to the groups they support. It may also be the case that two objects are involved

in a group without an explicit reference between them. In this case the components must

rely on alternate routes, perhaps through objects of the same group or through pathways ex-

ternal to the group in question.

Viewing object-oriented systems in terms of ever changing objects, object references,
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and collaboration groups lacks generality, because there may be no apparent pattern in the

coming and going of objects and collaboration groups. It may be necessary to project the

system into a more general and fixed model, such as is offered by the role-based model.

Figure 40 relates the basic object architectural view with collaboration groups (shown

on the left of the figure) to the role-based model (shown, conceptually, on the right of the

figure). On the right of the figure, the thick outlined boxes represent role teams and the box-

es with rounded corners represent roles. Activity in the role-based model emanates from

objects that are playing roles in the teams. Role playing may have a dynamic nature, e.g.,

an object may play a role for a period of time and then leave that role to play another. There

may be constraints on role playing, e.g., the same object may be required to play two roles

simultaneously or play a given role for its entire lifetime. Role wires connect the interfaces

of roles and allow the objects playing the roles to exchange messages.

A role-based model serves a dual purpose during system development: it can have ei-

ther a definitional purpose or an operational purpose. A role-based model is definitional be-

cause it acts as template for many runtime organizations. Role teams are templates for

collaboration groups and roles are templates for objects that play roles. Further, roles define

the properties of objects that participate in them. The aggregate properties of an object may

be determined by examining all the roles it plays. Roles may be seen as similar to classes,

except that a role defines only those properties that are required of an object in the context

of one role team. A role is different from a class because many objects from different class-
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es may satisfy a role, and a single object may satisfy many roles. However, an object may

belong to only one class. 1Anderson [2] is using this relationship as a means of developing

class hierarchies by aggregating the properties of shared roles (meaning roles played by the

same object) into class definitions. A role-based model is operational when roles and role

teams are considered to be components of a system’s architecture. For example, when a

scenario is played out, perhaps by tracing causal flow paths through the role team organi-

zation, the role teams are acting as instances of collaboration groups and the roles as in-

stances of objects.

This duality of purpose is similar to the relationship between classes and objects in ob-

ject-oriented design methods. For example, in Responsibility Driven Design [7] cards are

used to document the responsibilities and collaborations among classes. The cards are

called Class, Responsibility, and Collaboration (CRC) cards. A card is a class when it is sit-

ting idle as a member of a set of cards. A concrete scenario is played by treating the cards

as actors in a play. When it is a card’s turn to perform its part (i.e., discharge a responsibil-

ity) it is picked and its responsibility is read (performed). At this point a class has become

an object that is discharging a responsibility [6]. At the code level, the duality of purpose is

less evident because classes are explicit but the roles that objects of those classes will play

and the corresponding collaborations can be difficult to see.

This thesis is concerned with the operational aspect of a role architectures. We do not

consider how classes may be constructed from roles nor how the definitional properties of

an object (its interface signature) may be verified such that it may play a role.

4.2  Basic Elements of Role Architectures

Figure 41 illustrates the basic elements of the role-based model that are used in the example

of Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. The top half Figure 41 shows the extension to the meta-mod-

el supporting the role-based model. Several new kinds of components are derived: role

teams, roles, component-bound roles, and objects. Role wires are introduced as a refine-

ment of the Direct Wire concept. Missing from Figure 41 are the elements of the meta-mod-

1. This is true of most inheritance-based object-oriented languages. Prototype-based languages are
more flexible in this regard.
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el and role architecture that are necessary for modelling dynamic structure. Section 4.7 re-

introduces concepts like multiple part-of, equivalence, start/stop, create/destroy, and place-

holders in the context of role-based modelling.

The bottom-half of Figure 41 shows the notational elements that correspond to the con-

cepts in the top-half of the figure.

A role team is a component; it describes how a collaboration group is structured as a

collection of interdependent roles and possibly nested role teams. The purpose of a role

Figure 41:  Elements of the Role-based Model
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team is to accomplish some objective. The objective may be to maintain some invariant,

such as the connection of arcs to other figures in a graphics editor, or to perform some sys-

tem-level behaviour, such as logging memory utilization reports in a real-time system with

limited resources.

A role is a place in a role architecture; it defines the aspects of an object necessary for

the object to participate in a role team. An object must adhere to structural and behavioural

obligations to play a role. The structural obligations are defined by a role’s interface, the

wirings between roles (role wires), and the internal structure of a role. The behavioural ob-

ligations are the activities that an object playing a role must perform. Activities are similar

to responsibilities in Responsibility driven design [7].

In Figure 41 roles are called component-bound. A component-bound role is one that is

played by the same object for the operational lifetime of the role in its role team. For ex-

ample, a keyboard manager which accepts events from a keyboard is an example of a role

that may always be played by the same object. Recall that the operational lifetime of a com-

ponent may be either fixed or optional. For the current discussion, we are considering only

fixed component-bound roles. Section 4.7 introduces the concepts derived from the meta-

model that allow for dynamic role-playing.

Role wires (Figure 40) are static connections between the interfaces of roles in a role

team over which messages between objects playing roles flow. They are achieved in the im-

plementation by object references but abstract away from details like the passing of identi-

fiers.

Role methods are the destinations of messages sent across role wires. When a role meth-

od receives a message, it performs some activity based on the contents of the message. The

activity may update local attributes, perform architectural operations on other components

(Section 4.7), and send messages. A private role method is internal to a role and invisible

outside of the role. The elongated edge of a private role method is for receiving messages

and outgoing messages may originate from the remaining three sides.

The attributes of a role may be either data values or objects and appear internal to roles.
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An object is drawn as a box with rounded corners with two lines on its interface. Objects

represent entities that are part of the application domain of the system being modelled, e.g.,

the figures that are drawn on the screen in a drawing package. They appear explicitly in a

role-based model when they are the attributes of a role or as instance flows, and implicitly

by playing roles. As role attributes, objects may have their values read or updated, and they

may be created and destroyed. Object attributes should not perform complex operations

(system objectives) in a role model that require collaborations with other objects. This sort

of behaviour should be expressed using roles and role teams. To do so requires that an ob-

ject attribute also play a role in a role team (more on how to represent this in Section 4.7).

A data value represents either primitive data elements, e.g., integers and strings; or

more complex data elements that are outside the application domain of the system being

modelled, e.g., the use of stacks and queues to hold figures in a drawing package. In both

cases, the abstraction provided by the data value is well known and the details of how the

abstraction is supported through interface methods is unimportant for understanding the de-

sign of the system at hand. For these reasons, a data value is drawn without interface ter-

minals; it is drawn as an oval and given a label to reflect the abstraction it supports.

However, a data value may be implemented as an object in programming language terms.

Data values never play roles.

Role attributes may flow over wires when they are the contents of a message. An in-

stance flow represents an object identifier passed in a message and it is drawn as a small

object icon with an arrow to indicate the flow direction. A data flow represents the passage

of a data value in a message and it is drawn with a small data value icon with arrow to in-

dicate flow direction.

4.3  Causality-flow and Timethreads

The role-based model as described so far does not provide enough behaviour informa-

tion such that the operation of individual role teams and complete systems may be under-

stood. Some behaviour cues can be inferred from the structure of the role teams, the naming

of the elements, and the role wires; however, it may be difficult to piece together the oper-

ation of the system from these cues alone. There are two approaches to adding the missing
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information: a component-based approach would describe the behaviour of the individual

roles and role teams (perhaps using state machines); an end-to-end behaviour approach

would describe the aggregate behaviour of groups of components as they cooperate.

This thesis takes the second approach and uses the concept of causality-flow [14] and

the timethreads notation [10] for causality-flow to document the behaviour through a role-

based model. Causality-flow refers to a sequence of causally connected activities that occur

through the architectural elements of a system. Two activities are causally connected if the

completion of one activity results in the second activity occurring. There is implied cause-

effect machinery that results in the second activity occurring after the completion of the

first, but causality-flow is not concerned with the details of how the cause-effect machinery

operates. For example, one object may be responsible for maintaining a data state and in-

forming another object when that data state changes; the second object may be responsible

for displaying the data state. Causality-flow would link the activities of updating the data

state, informing of the data state change, and displaying the result. Causality-flow does not

concern the message exchange patterns nor the control-flow divisions among the objects

involved.

Causality-flow is very similar to the concept of playing concrete scenarios in Respon-

sibility Driven Design [7]. Concrete scenarios are played through a set of cards by selecting

cards in order as the objects they represent discharge their responsibilities in the scenario.

The collaboration information on the cards act as cause-effect links between the responsi-

bilities of the objects involved in the scenario. Playing concrete scenarios is not concerned

with the detailed message exchange patterns between objects. A problem with CRC cards

is that there is not a convenient recording mechanism for the scenarios and designers may

lose or forget valuable information.

Timethreads are a notation for causality-flow [14]. Timethreads are discussed briefly in

Chapter 2 Section 2.6 and the complete timethreads notation used in this thesis appears in

Appendix A. Figure 42 illustrates how timethreads are used with the role-based model. In-

tra-team behaviour is described by overlaying a timethread on an individual role team. The

timethread traces a path through the elements of the role team that follows the causal flow
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of activities performed, e.g., the activation of role methods and the updating of role at-

tributes. Inter-team behaviour is described by a timethread that crosses possibly many role

teams. Inter-team timethreads trace the cause-effect relationships between teams and pro-

vide a way of describing the end-to-end behaviour of a system. Timethreads over role mod-

els provide in one diagram a specification of behaviour sequencing as it relates to the

architecture of a system. Notations which separate this information require the designer to

reconstruct timethreads mentally from information that exists in two, or more, places.

Roles wires are typically removed when timethreads are used because (1) wires tend to

clutter the diagrams, and (2) the wires imply control-flow allocation which is not a concern

of timethreads. During forward engineering, role wires may be developed from a role plus

timethreads model. During reverse-engineering, role wires are an intermediate step towards

reconstructing timethreads. This thesis emphasizes role architectures and timethreads with

wiring issues as a secondary concern, however, some examples of role wirings are given.

It is easy to formalize the flow path allow a timethread using a formalism like Petri nets

[43] or LOTOS [30]. It is less easy to formalize the relationship of the flow path to an un-

derlying architecture because of the variety of possible interpretations at the detailed level.

For example, the meaning of the timethread through object A in Figure 42 is could mean

that the object’s value is read or that the object is updated. This thesis uses textual annota-

tions to indicate the proper interpretations when details are required. This has the advantage

of keeping the notations and the diagrams built with the notations less cluttered. It has the

disadvantage that the diagrams cannot stand independent of a textual description. It is be-

Figure 42: Timethreads through the Role-based Model
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lieved, however, that this is true of any description of software architecture, including

source code.

4.4  Example: Dependency Mechanism of Model/View/
Controller (MVC)

The Model/View/Controller (MVC) paradigm [41] of Smalltalk [22] divides an application

into three categories of objects: Model objects maintain the application’s data, Controller

objects interact with the user through input devices, and View objects display the state of a

Model object in different visual formats. Figure 43 provides an example of three views dis-

playing the state of one model.

The MVC paradigm is effective because it separates the application state from the user

interface which promotes reuse of these independent parts. A dependency mechanism is

used by MVC applications to ensure that View objects reflect the current state of the Model

objects.

The dependency mechanism may be represented as a role team as in Figure 44. The De-

pendency role team consists of Source and Dependent roles. Model objects play the

Source role and View objects play the Dependent role.

The Dependent role is drawn as shadowed to specify that there may be multiple De-

pendent roles in one Dependency team. The Dependent role is said to be replicated be-

cause a single Source role may have many dependents (e.g., a single Model object may

have many different Views, see Figure 43).2 The Source role provides a setValue: interface

method and a getValue interface method for the value data attribute. The Source role has
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Figure 43: Models and Views
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a private method called changed:. The Dependent role provides an update: method. (Sec-

tion 4.4.1 describes the labelling conventions that are used).

Figure 44 illustrates a timethread pattern that expresses the overall intent of the De-

pendency role team. The intra-team timethread is given a label (setValue) so that it may be

referred to in other diagrams. The timethread is also is labelled with a stimulus, to describe

the event that causes the timethread, and a response, to describe the result of the timethread.

A stimulus from outside the Dependency team triggers the need to change the value at-

tribute of the Source. This results in a timethread instance which, when completed, results

in all Dependents of the Source being notified of the change (the response).

The path of the timethread specifies how the response is achieved through the ordered

discharge of role activities. The thread activates the setValue: method and the data value

value is updated with the contents of the data flow val. From there the timethread activates

the changed: method which ensures that the getValue: method is activated for each De-

pendent. There is an and-fork along the timethread path just before the entry to the getVal-

ue: method. The and-fork is annotated with for all Dependents to imply that there is a path

out of the and-fork for each Dependent. The order in which the paths are taken is not im-

portant and is left open, in fact all the paths could be taken concurrently or in some arbitrary

2. Replication in relation to wiring issues in discussed in Appendix C.

setValue:

changed:
value: Value

Source

Dependency Team

val:Value

update:

Dependent

getValue

val:Value

Stimulus: The value of a source attribute needs to be changed.
Response: All dependents of the source are notified
of the change.

Figure 44: Behaviour of the Dependency Team

setValue

for all dependents
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order. Following the getValue: method, each timethread path results in a Dependent being

updated through an activation of its update: method. The data value val flows along the

timethread to the update: method. From here the separate timethread paths synchronize at

an and-join. When all the paths arrive at the and-join the overall timethread completes.

The role-based model provides a way of capturing design abstractions that are dis-

persed in code. For example, the methods of the Source role may not be found in the defi-

nition of a single class but are likely to be spread along several classes in a class hierarchy.

In Smalltalk the equivalent of the changed: method is found in the top-most class called

Object so all classes inherit the ability to maintain and inform dependents. The setValue:

and getValue methods usually belong to a concrete subclass because they are tied to the

particular Data that an object maintains. The timethread pattern is achieved by a fine-

grained message interaction protocol between the Source and Dependent objects. It in-

cludes an update: message from changed: for each Dependent, and a getValue message

from the Dependents.

4.4.1  Labelling Conventions

Smalltalk labelling conventions are used for the role-based model. The names of methods,

objects, and data flows begin with lower case letters; role teams and roles begin with upper

case letters. References to construction materials that act as templates for architectural el-

ements begin with capital letters, e.g, the reference to the data type Value. The words of a

compound name are separated by capitalizing the first letter of each word after the first

word (e.g., getValue). A colon in a method name represents the need for a parameter to the

method (i.e., the need for a particular element in a message). For example, the method set-

Value: requires one parameter, but getValue requires no parameters. An instance of a role

team or an instance of an object playing a role are labelled by adding a lower case indefinite

article (a or an) to the role team or role name. For example, an object instance flow labelled

aSource would refer to an object instance playing the Source role.

4.5  Example: Model/View/Controller Role Team

The Model/View/Controller paradigm itself may be modelled as a role team that includes

the Dependency team. Figure 45 presents the role team organization for the MVC team.
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The role team has three roles called Model, View, and Controller; the View and Control-

ler roles are replicated because a Model may have many View/Controller pairs. The De-

pendency role team is drawn as nested inside of the MVC role team. Models are

equivalenced to Sources and Views are equivalenced to Dependents: one object plays the

Model and Source roles and another object plays the View and Dependent roles.

Roles have obligations as implied by their methods. In Figure 45, the Controller role

has a userInput method for receiving input events from the user and an update: method

that is activated when its user prompts (e.g., menus) need updating. The View role has a

private display method for redisplaying its representation of the Model’s data. The Model

role has a data value attribute, represented as such because the nature of the data is outside

of the application domain of this example. The Model also has a set of methods for access-

ing the data value. The ellipis are used to say that there may be many possible interface

methods provided to access the data attribute.

In Figure 45 the stimulus that launches the userInput thread is an input event in an area

of the screen occupied by the Controller; the final response is that the View and Controller

are updated to reflect the current state of the Model. The userInput thread satisfies the in-

variant that Views and Controllers reflect the state of the Model.

The timethread specifies the following typical sequence of activations (the numbers

next to the timethread in Figure 45 represent activities that are performed): (1) the user per-

forms an input operation (e.g., mouse click); (2) the Controller displays a menu; (3) the

Controller fields the user’s menu selection; (4) the Controller routes the user’s menu se-

lection to the appropriate method of the Model; (5) the Model activities the setValue

timethread through the Dependency team, shown by the thread stub named setValue in the

Dependency team; (6) the View displays a new representation of the Model; and (7) the

Controller is updated if needed, e.g., the Controller may change how the menus are dis-

played.
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The purpose of behaviour diagrams is to represent the typical causal flow patterns. Such

patterns are replayed many times throughout a system and define a vocabulary for under-

standing it. The userInput timethread through the MVC team is one example; it may have

many subtle variations. For example, the Controller may forward some menu requests di-

rectly to the View if they do not effect the Model, such as a menu selection to change the

colour of a View’s image; or the Model may not activate the setValue thread of the De-

pendency role team if the menu selection does not cause a change to its data attribute.

4.6  Extending the Meta-Model

This section explains how the role-based model is derived from the meta-model of Chapter

3.

Figure 46 extends the concepts of the meta-model presented in Chapter 3 and the result

is the role-based model. The concepts of the basic meta-model are shaded, and the exten-

••
•

Source Dependent

Model View

Controller

modelOP1

modelOpn
data

userInput
update:

MVC Team

Dependency Team

Figure 45: Model /View /Controller Team Behaviour Diagram

Stimulus: User input event
Response: Model changed, View and Controller updated

Dependency:
setValue

userInput

2

3

4

5

6

7
1

display
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sions to the meta-model are at the bottom of the figure. The role-based model adds the fol-

lowing new concepts: role teams, roles (both component-bound roles and placeholder

roles), role methods (both interface role methods and private role methods), role wires, ob-

jects, and output ports. Figure 47 is a summary of the visual notation to support role-based

modelling and is presented here as a reference card for the notations used in this thesis.
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Figure 47: Summary of Notation for Role-based Model

Role Team
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Role teams, roles, objects, and role methods were introduced Section 4.2. Figure 46

specifies that these concepts are derived from the component concept of the meta-model.

Therefore, the components of the role-based model may be recursively nested. This thesis

does not constrain the nesting relationships that are possible among the different kinds of

components, but there appear to be common nesting relationships. In Figure 48 container

components are drawn on the right, and nested components on the left; the arcs represent

the common nesting relationships. The relationships from object to role team and from role

method to role team are highlighted. This is to emphasize that these relationships should be

common but do not appear extensively in the case study of the thesis. The reason is that the

case study applies the role-based model to an existing system in which role teams are not

explicit components. Therefore, role teams do not appear in the implementation as compo-

nents with their own internal state and behaviour (i.e., interface methods and private data).

The author did not make use of these nesting relationships in the case study (Chapter 5) be-

cause doing so would distance the role model from the implementation.

The components of the role-based model inherit other properties: they may be involved

in multiple-part of relationships, their operation in a given place may be optional, and they

may be created and destroyed. Figure 49 illustrates how common these properties appear

to be across the different kinds of components in the role-based model. This figure is spec-

ulative based on the case study and on the author’s experience with object-oriented pro-

gramming. The figure may be seen as a guideline for designing with role-based concepts

and for what one might reasonably expect to find in programs.

Referring to Figure 49, role teams are unlikely be involved in multiple part-of relation-

Figure 48: Common Nesting Relationships

Container ComponentNested Component

Role Team

Role

Object

Role Method
relationships not covered in

the case study

is nested in
Role Team

Role

Object

Role Method
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ships because they are relatively large components and therefore less likely to be shared.

Roles exhibit all of the properties. Objects when appearing explicitly as attributes of roles

may be involved in multiple part-of relationships (more on this in Section 4.7.1) and may

be created and destroyed. Object attributes and role methods are optional by nature, and

therefore are not annotated as being optional. For example, a method is only activated

whenever it is needed, so sending a message is like “starting” a method, and the exit from

a method is like “stopping” it; and object attributes represent state information of an object

playing a role and it is commonplace for such state information to be absent or empty. It is

possible to dynamically create and destroy object attributes and role methods. Dynamic

methods are possible in some languages, e.g., Smalltalk, but the concept seems to be rarely

used. The sharing of methods among object instances is ubiquitous in object-oriented pro-

grams because of inheritance and polymorphism. This common form of method sharing is

not represented in the role-based model; class-based diagrams can represent this informa-

tion more succinctly.

Concepts of the role-based model (Figure 46) that have not yet been introduced include

placeholder roles, component-bound roles, and output ports. Placeholder roles and compo-

nent roles are discussed in Section 4.7 which deals with issues of dynamic structure. Output

ports are relay terminals for outgoing messages from a role; they have no behaviour and act

only as points for connecting wires. Output ports are implicit in the examples presented in

Section 4.4 and Section 4.5, and are explained further in Section 4.8.

4.7  Dynamic Structure

Figure 50 extracts a fragment from the meta-model that addresses dynamic structure in the

Figure 49: Common Properties of Components

Multiple Part-of Optional Create/Destroy

More

Less

Common

Common

Not represented

team

method

role

object

method object

role

team team method

role

object
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role-based model. The right side of the figure shows some of the visual notations that rep-

resent the concepts on the left of the figure.

A role is a place in a role archiecture that is nested in a role team; it derives from the

place concept of the meta-model. A role is played by objects. Component-bound roles and

placeholder roles are refinements to the general role concept. A placeholder role  also de-

rives from the placeholder concept of the meta-model, note that multiple inheritance is here

as a modelling technique. A placeholder is drawn as a box with rounded corners and is an-

notated with rollers internal to it. Objects fill placeholder roles dynamically and different

objects may fill a placeholder at different times. The objects that fill a placeholder may be

playing roles in other teams or may be the attributes of roles (see below). Figure 50 pro-

vides an example of the roll-in operation which fills a placeholder and the roll-out operation

which empties a placeholder.

A component-bound role derives from the role concept and component concept of the

meta-model; it is drawn as a box with rounded corners. Component-bound roles are nested

in role teams. The term component-bound role is meant to imply that the object that plays

this kind of role does so the operational lifetime of the role. An object begins to play a fixed

component-bound role (Figure 50) when the containing context (role team) of the role be-

Component PlaceHolder

Place

fills

From Meta-Model

Component-bound Placeholder
 role  role

Role Team

fixed
optional

FixedComponent-

Role
Bound

Optional
Component-

Bound
Role

Placeholder
Role

Equivalence

Optional Team

Notational Elements

multiple
part-of

start/stop

create
destroy

start
stop

filled
roll-in
roll-out

roll-in

roll-out

start

stop

Figure 50: Dynamic Structure Relationships

Role
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gins its operational lifetime. An object begins to play an optional component-bound role

sometime after the containing context (role team) of the role begins its operational lifetime,

and the object may stop playing an optional component-bound role before the containing

context of the role ends its operational lifetime. An object starts to play an optional compo-

nent-bound role as a result of a start operation, and stops playing an optional component-

bound role as a result of a stop operation; see Figure 50 for an example of a start and a stop

operation.

A component-bound role differs from a placeholder role because only one object may

ever play a component-bound role, but many different objects may fill a placeholder role

through time. An object architecture view may blur this distinction because at the level of

objects and object references there may be dynamic restructuring needed to establish an ob-

ject in any role. For example, a fixed component-bound role is modelled as a static

component that is present and operational in its containing role team for the operational

lifetime of that team; but in reality there may be an exchange of identifiers at runtime in

order to establish an object in the role. The same sort of dynamic behaviour may occur in

the implementation when optional component-bound roles are started. One could imagine

a model that consists of a set of role teams that are made up entirely of placeholder roles,

and a set of objects from which role participants are selected dynamically as needed. Such

a model could be built, but it would obscure the temporal constraints between roles and

containing teams, and among roles in different teams, that can be specified when the dis-

tinction between role types is made. Also, such a model would not distinguish between in-

itialization phases of components and steady-state operation. It is believed that the resulting

models would be more complicated as a result. The approach taken here is to separate com-

ponent initialization and operation into different diagrams; Section 4.8.4 provides an exam-

ple of a role team initialization diagram.

The elements of the role-based model that address dynamic structure are illustrated in

the case study of Chapter 5.

4.7.1  Explicit Objects in the Role-based Model

There are two cases when objects appear explicitly in role-based diagrams: (1) as role at-
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tributes that represent state information maintained by the role; and (2) as instance flows

that represent the passing of the identifiers of objects that are playing roles in a model. Im-

plicitly objects drive the role-based model by playing roles. Instance flows represent the ex-

change of object identifiers that is needed in the implementation to achieve the role-based

model. The exchange of the identifiers of objects that are playing roles occurs most often

when teams are being initialized.

When objects appear explicitly in an architectural diagram as role attributes they may

be involved in equivalence relationships. Figure 51 illustrates the three cases that can oc-

cur: (A) a role equivalenced to a role means that the same object will play both roles (per-

haps simultaneously); (B) an object attribute equivalenced to a role means that the role will

be played by the objects it is equivalenced to; (C) an object attribute equivalenced to an-

other object attribute means that the same object is an attribute of both roles.

Figure 52 illustrates the temporal properties of object attributes for the destroy opera-

tion (the semantics of create for object attributes is the same as for components of the meta-

model). Cases A, B, and C illustrate that destroying an object, whether that object is an at-

tribute of a role or is currently playing a role, causes the destroy operation to be propagated

across the equivalence relationships that join to the object. Case D illustrates that the de-

stroy operation is not propagated to the containing role when an object attribute of that role

is destroyed. The rationale for not propagating the destroy operation in this case is that ob-

ject attributes model state information of a role and it is common place for such state infor-

mation to be absent, i.e., object attributes are by their nature are optional components.

Figure 51: Objects in Equivalence Relationships

B) object attribute equivalenced
to a role.

C) object attribute equivalenced
to another object attribute

A) role equivalenced to a role
role

object attribute
equivalence
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4.8  Wiring Issues

This section contains detailed issues related to wiring and may be skipped on first reading.

4.8.1  Role Team Wiring Diagram

Figure 53 is an example of a role wiring diagram for the Dependency role team. A wiring

diagram has control flow implications. For example, the wiring of Figure 53 implies that

the changed: method sends a message that activates the update: method of the Dependent

role, and that the update: method sends a message that activates the getValue method of

the Source role.

A)

Destroy a role and destroy is propagated to the
object attribute

B)

Destroy an object attribute and destroy is
propagated to the role

Figure 52: Temporal Properties of Object Attribute-Create and Destroy

C)

Destroy an object attribute and destroy is
propagated to the equivalenced object attribute

D)

Destroy is never propagated to the
containing role of an object attribute
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Causality-flow is different from control-flow. Causal flow follows the major activities as

they are discharged, and control flow follows the explicit messaging sequences in a system.

Figure 54 illustrates the control flow through the Dependency team when there are two De-

pendents. The sequence is much more detailed than the causal flow sequence. In particular,

changed: calls update: which calls getValue, there is then a return to update: and the ac-

tual work of updating is performed.

4.8.2  Role wires and Object References

Role wires are achieved in the implementation by dynamic object references estab-

lished through the exchange of object identifiers. Role wires are a more abstract concept

than object references. A role wire appears as a direct connection between roles, when in

fact there may be a exchange of object identifiers needed to achieve the connection. The

setValue:

changed:
value: Value

Source

Dependency Team
val:Value

update:

Dependent

getValue
val:Value

aData

aData

Figure 53: Role Wiring for the Dependency Team

Source

Dependent1

setValue:
value

changed:
getValue

update:

Example shows two dependents

Figure 54: Control-flow of the Dependency Role Team

Dependent2 update:
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exchange of identifiers may occur once during the establishment of a role team or continu-

ously throughout its operation whenever a role wire is used. For example, consider the wire

between the changed: method and the update: method in Figure 53. This wire may be es-

tablished once through the exchange of object identifiers between the Source and Depend-

ents when the role team is initialized. Alternatively, there may be a manager involved that

maintains the identifiers and a Source could obtain the identifiers from the manager as

needed.

In strictest terms, a role wire is not a communication pathway. In Chapter 1 a commu-

nication pathway is defined as a logical connection between components that may be de-

composed into substructures. A communication pathway can model cases where a logical

path exists between two components that is achieved through an intermediate party. Role

wires are more concrete because they may not be decomposed in this manner.

4.8.3  Wires are Bound to Terminals

The meta-model states that wires are bound to terminals. This is still true in the role-

based model. The role-based model introduces the concept of an output port. An output

port is a relay terminal; it is drawn as a T an sits on the edge of a role or a role team. An

output port acts as a wiring point from inside to outside across the boundaries of a role or

role team.

Figure 55 shows how output ports, role wires, and role methods combine visually. Im-

plicit on a role method are terminals for wiring. The elongated side of the method is for con-

necting wires that carry incoming messages, and wires that carry outgoing messages are

wired to the remaining three sides.

Role
Output Port

Role Wire

Interface Role Method

Figure 55: Combining Output Ports, Role Wires, and Interface Methods
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An output port must be compatible with an interface role method for the two to be

bound by a wire as in Figure 55. Recall that the compatibility of terminals is deferred in the

basic meta-model. In the role-based model an output port is compatible with an interface

method if all messages sent from the output port have a given number of contents and the

types of the contents are as expected by an interface method. The issue of data typing for

the contents of message is not pursued further here because this is an aspect of system con-

struction that is not explicitly addressed by the role-based model.

4.8.4  Role Team Initialization Diagram

It is during role team initialization that objects are created and identifiers exchanged to cre-

ate the context for the operation of a team. Initialization diagrams are not important for un-

derstanding the steady-state operation of a system, but they illustrate how a role-based

model is achieved using the building blocks of the implementation technology.

Figure 56 is a team initialization diagram for the MVC team. The creation arcs repre-

sent the creation of object instances to play the roles of the team. The creation of the MVC

team creates a Model object, which creates one or more View objects, and the View objects

each create an associated Controller object. The nested Dependency role team is implic-

itly created when its container (the MVC role team) is created. A number of interface meth-

ods are used to exchange object identifiers, e.g., the on: method of the View. The

addDependent: method of the Model is provided to initialize the nested Dependency

team with View objects that play the Dependent role. The equivalence arcs make the shar-

ing of objects across roles explicit.

The initialization diagrams separate creation (shown by the creation arc) from object

initialization (shown by the exchange of identifiers through method invocations). Object-

oriented programming languages allow these two operations to be combined in class meth-

ods.
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The initialization timethread is drawn in linear form over a timing diagram at the bot-

tom of Figure 56. Creation arcs between the axis represent points where object and role

team instances are created. There is a loop in the timethread from its end to the point where

View objects are created; the result is a repeated pattern for creating multiple View/Con-

troller pairs.

4.9  Summary

The role-based model is more static than an object architecture: role teams are often re-

peated throughout a system with different object participants, and role wires are connection

between roles. A factoring into roles is a projection from a relatively dynamic model to a

Source Dependent

Model View

Controller
MVC Team

Dependency Team

on:

model:view:

aModel

addDependent: aView

aView
aModel

Figure 56: Model /View /Controller Role Team Initialization Diagram

MVC Team

Model
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Controller

Model addDependent:

View on:

Controller model:view:

Dependency Team

#Views

implicit

initMVC

loop
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more static one [13], that is analogous to the projection of the grouping plane from the wir-

ing plane discussed in Figure 28 in Chapter 3. Conceptually, there is a relatively static ar-

chitectural model in terms of role teams and roles, and a relatively dynamic one in terms of

objects and object references with object role playing as the link between the two. The stat-

ic nature of the role-based model enables one to reason about the architecture of an object-

oriented system in more general terms and also provides a more static substrate for playing

causal flow patterns.
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Chapter 5:   Case Study: HotDraw

In this chapter, the role-based model is applied to the HotDraw object-oriented framework.

HotDraw is written in Smalltalk [22] and was designed using standard object-oriented tech-

niques: role teams are not explicit in the design of HotDraw. The author discovered a clean

role architecture that expresses (in his opinion) the intent of the program. The fact that a

clean role architecture underlies the program indicates (in the author’s opinion) that object-

oriented designers implicitly think in these terms, even if they don’t express their designs

this way.

5.1  Background on HotDraw

HotDraw is an object-oriented framework for creating semantic graphic editors for 2D

drawings. It can be used to build editors for specialized drawings, such as hardware sche-

matics or software design diagrams. Figure 57 shows the user interface of HotDraw before

it has been customized. Figures are drawn on a drawing canvas by selecting an appropriate

tool from a tool palette. The initial set of figures in the tool palette area include: lines, ar-

rows, rectangles, circles, and text. Some other tools in the tool palette include the selection

tool, the scroll tool, and the eraser tool. When selected, a tool becomes the current tool and

is highlighted in the tool palette area. The current tool controls the interpretation of user

actions (e.g., mouse clicks) in the drawing area. A figure or figures may be selected with

the mouse using the selection tool. A selected figure has handles displayed on it that may

be used to change its attributes, e.g., size and colour. A group of figures represents a draw-

ing which may be saved to and loaded from disk.
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The case study will examine the governing role teams of HotDraw which manage user

interaction and display in the tool palette and the drawing canvas areas. (There are a

number of other teams not documented here which manage the manipulation of figures,

e.g., resizing a group of figures, maintaining connections between joined figures, and ani-

mation). Emphasis is placed on showing how the teams work together to achieve the end-

to-end behaviour of the framework.

HotDraw itself is built on the user interface framework of Smalltalk [22]. The user in-

terface framework of Smalltalk has its own set of teams which are inherited by HotDraw

and are assumed as implied detail for the purposes here. For example, Smalltalk provides

the basic control loop to manage the coordinated dispatch of mouse and keyboard events

to the appropriate windows of a Smalltalk application.

5.2  The MVC Triads of HotDraw

Like most Smalltalk Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications, the organizing architec-

tural principle behind HotDraw is the Model/View/Controller (MVC) paradigm. In Section

4.5, a role-based model of the MVC paradigm is presented and timethreads are used to de-

scribe the overall intent of the role team. Recall that the MVC team consists of three roles:

a Controller which manages user interaction and menu display; a Model which maintains

Figure 57: HotDraw A Semantic Editor for 2D Graphics

drawing
canvas

tool
palette

figures

current
tool

Handles
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the application data; and a View which displays that data. A nested Dependency role team

(see Section 4.4) is used to ensure that objects playing the View role(s) are notified of

changes to the data of the Model.

HotDraw consists of three MVC teams: the EditorMVC team, the DrawingMVC

team, and the ToolMVC team. These three teams are refinements to the basic MVC team

presented in Section 4.5. Figure 58 shows the “is-a” relationships between these teams. The

specific MVC teams of HotDraw refine both the structural aspects and the behavioural as-

pects of the basic MVC team.

The goals or objectives of the three MVC teams are:

1. The EditorMVC team is responsible for loading and saving drawings to and from the

file system and for ensuring that the current drawing is displayed. A drawing is a set a

figures that may be treated as a unit.

2. The DrawingMVC team is responsible for user interaction and the display of figures in

the drawing canvas area.

3. The ToolMVC team is responsible for user interaction and the display of the current

tool in the tool palette area.

Figure 59 is a role-based diagram of the three governing MVC teams of HotDraw. The

diagram shows only the team/role organization of the MVC teams: details like role wirings

of individual teams are omitted. Diagrams like this are useful because they present a high-

level view of system organization.

Each team consists of three roles: a Controller, a Model, and a View. Note that the

Controller and View roles are not replicated. This represents a refinement to the structure

Figure 58: Refinement of MVC Teams in HotDraw

MVC

Editor
MVC

Drawing Tool
MVCMVC
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of the basic MVC team, that is appropriate because there are not multiple views to maintain

for each model in HotDraw, but only one. Certain roles are shared across the teams; e.g, the

DrawingController role is shared between the EditorMVC and DrawingMVC teams,

the DrawingView role is shared between the EditorMVC and DrawingMVC teams, and

the DrawingEditor role is shared between the EditorMVC and ToolMVC teams. All the

roles are fixed except for the CurrentDrawing role of the DrawingMVC team which is

modelled as a placeholder role. This allows the current drawing that HotDraw is editing to

be changed dynamically at runtime. All the other roles are fixed component-bound roles

and the role teams are fixed; therefore, the objects which play these roles must be created

when the system starts, and they must play the roles for their entire composite lifetimes.

Also, the objects which play roles that are equivalenced must play those roles at the same

time.

Missing, and assumed as implied, from Figure 59 are the nested Dependency teams of

each of the MVC teams. Each MVC team actually has a structure similar to that shown in

Figure 60 which shows a more complete picture of the EditorMVC team. This structure im-

plies that the View role is dependent on the Model role in each of the MVC teams in Figure

59.

EditorMVC DrawingController:
Controller

DrawingEditor:
Model

DrawingView:
View

DrawingMVC DrawingController:
Controller

CurrentDrawing:
Model

DrawingView:
View

ToolMVC ToolPaletteController:
Controller

ToolPaletteView:
View

DrawingEditor:
Model

Team Team

Team

Figure 59: The Governing MVC Teams of HotDraw
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Where possible the names given to elements of the role-based model of HotDraw are

borrowed from the source code of the framework. For example, DrawingEditor is the

name given to a class in HotDraw. It is an instance of the DrawingEditor class that is as-

sumed to play the DrawingEditor role in various teams. The names of role methods and

object attributes are also kept consistent with method and instance variable names in the

source code. This should ease the mapping from the role architectural model to the source

code of HotDraw

The individual MVC teams are described in isolation and then in combination.

5.3  The EditorMVC Team

The EditorMVC team is responsible for loading and saving drawings to and from the file

system and marking the drawing that is the current drawing. A drawing is a set a figures

that may be treated as a unit.

Figure 61 is an intra-team behaviour diagram of the EditorMVC team. There are three

roles which refine the roles of the basic MVC team:

The DrawingController is a kind of controller role (note the syntactic convention
DrawingController: Controller which specifies this). The
DrawingController manages mouse input in the drawing canvas and has
an interface method, called yellowButtonActivity, 1 for this purpose. The
yellowButtonActivity method signals to the controller that it is to display a

Figure 60: Nested Dependency Teams are Assumed

EditorMVC DrawingController:
Controller

DrawingEditor:
Model

DrawingView:
View

Team

Source

Dependency Team

DependentDependent
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menu to the user. The user may prompt this activity by selecting a
particular mouse button on a multi-button mouse or on a single button
mouse by pressing a control key in conjunction a mouse click.

The DrawingEditor is a kind of model role. It maintains a group of drawing object
attributes. The Drawings objects are modelled as persistent within the
DrawingEditor but they may be stored on disk and not loaded. The role
method loadDrawing: causes a new drawing to become the current
drawing, and saveDrawing saves a representation of the drawing to disk.

The DrawingView is a kind of view role. It is dependent on the Drawings objects of the
DrawingEditor. It has a private redisplayAll method that is activated
when a new Drawing is selected as the current drawing (HotDraw can
display one drawing at a time). When a new current drawing is selected,
the entire drawing canvas must be erased and the contents of the new
current Drawing displayed.

The loadDrawing timethread of Figure 61 begins with a mouse press in the drawing

canvas and results in a new drawing being displayed by the DrawingView. The path of the

timethread is a follows: a mouse press in the canvas area activates the yellowButtonActiv-

ity method; the DrawingController then presents a menu to the user; the user selects the

load option from the menu; the DrawingController activates the loadDrawing: method

of the DrawingEditor; the DrawingEditor displays a dialogue box asking the user for the

1. The name of this method has historical roots in the development of Smalltalk. It is left unchanged
because it appears this way in the source code of HotDraw.

DrawingController: Controller

yellowButtonActivity

loadDrawing

saveDrawing

Drawings
DrawingEditor: Model DrawingView:View

EditorMVC

Dependency
setValue

loadDrawing

display menu

display
dialog box

Stinulus : Mouse press in canvas area
Response: New Drawing is displayed

Team

Figure 61: The EditorMVC Team of HotDraw-—Intra-Team Behaviour

redisplayAll
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name of the drawing to load; the user enters a drawing name; at this point there is a fork in

the path: if the drawing does not exist a new one is created, but if the drawing already exists

it becomes the current drawing; the data maintained by the DrawingEditor has changed at

this point which causes the setValue timethread through the Dependency team between the

DrawingEditor and DrawingView to be activated, shown by the stub thread labelled De-

pendency:setValue; and finally, the DrawingView updates its entire display through its pri-

vate redisplayAll method.

The loadDrawing timethread of Figure 61 is a variant of the standard timethread of the

MVC team. Both timethreads follow the same general path: user input prompts controller,

controller prompts user, user responds, controller informs model, model updates itself, the

dependency team is launched, and the view updates its display (if necessary). It is after the

user inputs a specific menu item that the loadDrawing timethread deviates from the stand-

ard MVC one. It is after this point that a specific method of the model (loadDrawing) is ac-

tivated. Another deviation occurs when the DrawingEditor prompts the user with the

dialogue box. Knowledge of the general patterns provides a context for understanding the

deviations.

5.4  The DrawingMVC Team

The DrawingMVC team (Figure 62) is responsible for user interaction and the display of fig-

ures in the drawing canvas area. The roles of the DrawingMVC team are:

The CurrentDrawing maintains a set of Figure object attributes. These Figure objects
are the model data on which the DrawingView is dependent. The
CurrentDrawing role supports two interface methods addFigure:, which
creates new Figure objects, and removeFigure: which destroys Figure
objects.

The DrawingView in this context is dependent on the individual figures of the
CurrentDrawing. When a figure is removed or added the Dependency
team between the CurrentDrawing and the DrawingView must be
activated. The DrawingView is responsible for redrawing the portion of the
canvas that is damaged by the add or the remove operation. In the
EditorMVC team the DrawingView is dependent on the Drawings
objects, which represent a set of figures. A change to the model data in the
context of EditorMVC team results in the redisplay of the entire canvas. In
the context of the DrawingMVC team, a change to the model data (figures)
results in a redisplay to only those portions of the canvas that are affected.
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The DrawingView has three role attributes: a set of SelectedFigures, a
CopyBuffer, and a set of Handles. The SelectedFigures represent the
objects on the screen that are currently selected (figures are selected by
picking them with the selection tool). These objects are the focus of
subsequent operations that involve the DrawingMVC team. The
SelectedFigures are equivalenced to the Figures of the CurrentDrawing
which means that the same objects are attributes of two different roles and
implies that SelectedFigures are some subset of Figures.2 The
CopyBuffer represents some data structure appropriate for temporarily
housing copies of figures during operations like cut and copy. It is
modelled as a data attribute because it is not an object which will play roles
in the role-based model of the framework. The set of Handles represent the
filled squares which appear on a figure when it is selected. The interface
role methods of the DrawingView support the user interface operations
that may be applied to the group of SelectedFigures.

The DrawingController handles user interaction. It has a yellowButtonActivity
method for this purpose.

Figure 62 illustrates a timethread path through the DrawingMVC team. The cutThread

2. Textual constraints could be added to formalize this relationship.

Figure 62: The DrawingMVC Team—Intra-Team Behaviour

DrawingController:Controller

CurrentDrawing:Model

cut

copy

paste

group

ungroup

compose

decompose

DrawingView:View

yellowButtonActivity

display

Figures

Handles

SelectedFigures

removeFigure:

addFigure:

DrawingMVC Team

cutThread

Stimulus: Mouse press in the canvas area
Response: Figures removed from the drawing canvas

Dependency
setValue

display menu

CopyBuffer
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timethread begins with a mouse press in the canvas area and ends with the current group of

selected figures removed from the drawing canvas. After the user selects the cut operation

from the menu, the timethread activates the cut method of the DrawingView, the Selected-

Figures are copied into the CopyBuffer, and the removeFigure: method of the Current-

Drawing is activated. The destroy arc from the timethread to the group of Figures is meant

to symbolize the destruction of the figures that where selected. The equivalence joining the

Figures to the SelectedFigures causes the destroy operation to propagate to the Selected-

Figures. The result is that the SelectedFigures are removed from the DrawingView role.

Destroying object attributes does not cause a destroy operation to be propagated to the con-

taining role of those attributes (see Section 4.7.1). Destroying Figures of the Current-

Drawing causes the setValue thread of the nested Dependency team to be launched. The

result is an update to the DrawingView to display the drawing now that some figures are

gone.

Missing from the above explanation is a treatment of the Handles objects which should

be destroyed when the figures they are associated with are destroyed. The Handles objects

are discussed further in Section 5.8.

The timethread pattern through the DrawingMVC team is a common variant of the

standard MVC timethread pattern. The variation is that the timethread proceeds from the

Controller to the View, instead of from the Controller to the Model. The reason for this

change is that the DrawingView maintains the group of SelectedFigures which are the fo-

cus of the user operations: cut, copy, paste, group, etc. Associating the user operation meth-

ods with the DrawingView increases cohesion because the methods are associated directly

with the data they manipulate.

Another approach is to move the role attributes and the associated role methods from

the DrawingView to the CurrentDrawing. This would preserve the more standard MVC

timethread pattern, but would introduce non-model data to the model role and blur the dis-

tinction between the model and view roles. SelectedFigures and Handles do not represent

model data because the meaning of a drawing, as expressed by a group of figures, is not

changed when certain figures are selected.
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The above trade-off highlights the difficulty of assigning responsibilities to roles (and

objects and classes). The role-based model cannot in itself be used to choose one approach

over the other. It is a useful tool, however, for highlighting the trade-offs by making the var-

iations in structure and behaviour patterns explicit.

5.5  The ToolMVC Team

The ToolMVC team is responsible for user interaction and the display of the current tool in

the tool palette area. Its roles are:

The DrawingEditor is a model role. It maintains a group of Tools object attributes that
correspond to the list of tools in the tool palette area. The currentTool:
role method is for setting the current tool which will interpret subsequent
user operations in the tool palette area.

The ToolPaletteView is a view role. It displays the tools in the tool palette area which
includes highlighting the currently selected tool.

The ToolPaletteController is a controller role. It manages user interaction in the tool
palette area and has a role method, called redButtonActivity, for this
purpose. A redButtonActivity is distinct from a yellowButtonActivity in
that a redButtonActivity does not display a menu.

Figure 63 illustrates the selectTool timethread through the ToolMVC team. It follows

the standard MVC patterns and should be self explanatory.

The remaining sections examine how these teams (and some others) operate together.

ToolPaletteController: Controller

redButtonActivity

currentTool:Tools
DrawingEditor: Model ToolPaletteView:View

display

ToolMVC
Team

Figure 63: ToolMVC Team— Intra-Team Behaviour

selectTool

Stimulus: A mouse press in the toolpalette area
Response: A new current tool is selected

Dependency:
setValue:
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5.6  The EditorMVC and DrawingMVC Teams

Figure 64 illustrates the relationships between the EditorMVC and the DrawingMVC

teams. The DrawingController is the same object in both teams (i.e, they are equiva-

lenced). The DrawingView roles are equivalenced. Drawings objects are equivalenced to

the CurrentDrawing role. This means that the objects which play the CurrentDrawing

role must come from the Drawings objects group. The CurrentDrawing role is not repli-

cated; therefore, only one Drawing object playing this role at one time. In other words,

HotDraw allows only one drawing to be edited at a time. The DrawingView role of the

DrawingMVC team is responsible for rolling Drawings objects into and out of the Cur-

rentDrawing role (as specified by the roll-out and roll-in arcs).

In the EditorMVC team the DrawingView is dependent on the Drawings objects,

which represent a set of figures. A change to the model data in the context of EditorMVC

team results in the redisplay of the entire canvas (the redisplayAll method). In the context

of the DrawingMVC team, a change to the model data (figures) results in a redisplay to

only those portions of the canvas that are affected (the display method). This represents a

subtle distinction that can be difficult to see in the code: in the EditorMVC team a Draw-

ing object is the model data, in the DrawingMVC team the contents of a Drawing object

playing the CurrentDrawing role is the model data. In both cases, the view role is played

by the same object, but the responsibilities of that object are different in the two cases.
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Figure 65 illustrates one possible inter-team timethread for the EditorMVC and Draw-

ingMVC teams. The timethread is an extended version of the loadDrawing timethread of

the EditorMVC team from Figure 61. The timethread shown here travels to the Drawing-

MVC team and activates the DrawingView role to roll-out the old CurrentDrawing and

to roll-in a new one. The cause-effect relationship between the activation of the Depend-

ency team in the EditorMVC team and the installation of a new CurrentDrawing in the

DrawingMVC team is achieved through the shared DrawingView role. The timethread is

drawn next to the equivalence relationship between the shared DrawingView roles to illus-

trate this cause-effect relationship. The new CurrentDrawing was selected through a dia-

logue box filled in by the user and is shown as flowing along the timethread.

After the CurrentDrawing has been rolled in, the redisplayAll method of the Draw-

ingView is activated; this updates the entire display to reflect the new current drawing.

Figure 64: EditorMVC and DrawingMVC Teams

DrawingController: Controller

yellowButtonActivity

loadDrawing

saveDrawing

Drawings
DrawingEditor: Model DrawingView:View

EditorMVC

DrawingMVC DrawingController: Controller

CurrentDrawing: Model DrawingView: View

aDrawing

Team

Team

redisplayAll

some details
 removed from
this team
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The example of Figure 65 illustrates one way that teams can communicate: through

shared roles. The DrawingView role is shared between the EditorMVC and the Drawing-

MVC teams. When the Dependency team between the DrawingEditor and the Draw-

ingView in the EditorMVC team fires the result is to cause the DrawingView to take

action in the DrawingMVC team. Timethreads allow the causal relationships between ac-

tions in different teams to be shown explicitly.

5.7  The ToolMVC Teams and MouseDown Teams

Figure 66 is an inter-team diagram for the ToolMVC and MouseDown teams. This is the

first mention of MouseDown team. The MouseDown team handles mouse clicks in the

drawing canvas that are fielded by the currently selected tool. The DrawingMVC team

DrawingController: Controller

yellowButtonActivity

loadDrawing

saveDrawing

Drawings
DrawingEditor: Model DrawingView:View

EditorMVC

DrawingMVC DrawingController: Controller

CurrentDrawing: Model DrawingView: View

aDrawing

aDrawing

Dependency
setValue

loadDrawing

display menu

display
dialog box

Stinulus : Mouse press in canvas area
Response: New Drawing is displayed

Team

Team

Figure 65: EditorMVC and DrawingMVC—Inter-Team Behaviour

redisplayAll
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(Figure 62) also fields mouse clicks in the drawing canvas, but only for mouse clicks that

require a menu to be displayed.

Figure 67 is an intra-team behaviour diagram of the MouseDown role team. Mouse-

Down is not an MVC team, although the DrawingController and DrawingView roles are

equivalenced to controller and view roles of the EditorMVC and DrawingMVC teams

(not shown in figure). The CurrentTool has a press: method that is activated when a mouse

click is detected in the drawing canvas. One of the private methods pressFigure or

pressBackground is eventually activated depending on the position of the cursor when the

mouse is clicked. The MouseDown team is an abstract team because it must be specialized

for the behaviour of the specific tools, e.g., the selection tool.

ToolPaletteController: Controller

redButtonActivity

currentTool:Tools
DrawingEditor: Model ToolPaletteView:View

display

ToolMVC

MouseDown DrawingController

CurrentTool DrawingView

aCurrentTool

Team

Team

Figure 66: ToolMVC and MouseDown Teams
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Figure 68 is an inter-team behaviour diagram for the ToolMVC and MouseDown teams.

The selectTool timethread shown is an extended view of the selectTool timethread shown in

Figure 63. In this extended view the timethread travels to the MouseDown team after the cur-

rent tool has been set in the DrawingEditor of the ToolMVC team. The DrawingController

of the MouseDown team then rolls out the old CurrentTool and rolls in a new one. Subse-

quently, the Dependency team between the DrawingEditor and the ToolPaletteView fires,

causing the ToolPaletteView to highlight the new current tool.

Note the similarity in structure and the similarity in the timethread patterns of Figure 65

and Figure 68. Regularity of form is an important property of systems that eases may devel-

opment activities, e.g., maintenance, debugging, and re-engineering. The examples illustrate

how the role-based model can expose the regularity of form (or lack thereof) in a system.

The example of this section illustrates another way in which teams may communicate:

through the roles of a third team. For example, the ToolMVC and MouseDown teams have

no shared roles. Yet to achieve the model the DrawingController must be informed of the

new current tool. In the HotDraw implementation, this is achieved by a connection between

the DrawingController and the DrawingEditor that occurs as a result of the DrawingMVC

team. The role-based model abstracts from these details. The timethread segment in Figure

68 that extends from the DrawingEditor to the DrawingController says that selecting a

new current tool causes the DrawingController to fill the CurrentTool placeholder with the

new current tool object. The details of the cause-effect machinery to achieve this are abstract-

DrawingViewCurrentTool

DrawingController

press:

press press

aPoint

aFigure

cursorPoint

redButtonActivity
MouseDown Team

figureAt:

Background:Figure:

Figure 67: The MouseDown Team—Intra-Team Behaviour

canvasClick

Stimulus: Mouse click in canvas area.
Response: CurrenTool pressBackground: or pressFigure: methods activated.

mouse on figure

mouse on background
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ed way.

One may argue using a third team to achieve inter-team communication complicates the

implementation of the cause-effect relationships across teams. This is true, but this case

study is modelling an existing system in which role teams are not explicit components.

Making role teams explicit components would clarify the relationships between objects and

thus the purpose of the references between objects. If role teams were explicit, then the

ToolMVC team could communicate directly with the MouseDown team when a new cur-

rent tool is selected. This would eliminate the need for communicating through a third

team.

Timethreads are a useful tool for reasoning about and documenting alternative behav-

iour patterns. For example, Figure 68 illustrates an alternative timethread pattern for the in-

ToolPaletteController: Controller

redButtonActivity

currentTool:Tools
DrawingEditor: Model ToolPaletteView:View

display

ToolMVC

MouseDown DrawingController

CurrentTool DrawingView

aCurrentTool

Team

Team

Dependency
setValue

aCurrentTool

Stimulus: mouse press in the tools area
Response: current tool is set

selectTool

Figure 68: ToolMVC and MouseDown Teams-—Inter-Team Behaviour
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ter-team behaviour of the ToolMVC and MouseDown teams. Figure 68 uses an and-fork

which decouples the strict sequencing between installing a new CurrentTool and updating

the display of the ToolPaletteView; the new timethread pattern allows these activities to

proceed independently. The goal may be to allow for concurrency in the implementation,

or just to document the logical concurrency relationships between activities. During for-

ward engineering, representing the logical concurrency relationships in timethreads allows

for a wider range of possible solutions than if an artificial and strict sequencing is imposed.

During reverse-engineering the logical relationships may not be apparent if the implemen-

tation enforces a strict sequencing. In any case, several timethread diagrams may be needed

which progress from more abstract (which may represent logical concurrency) to more spe-

cific (which are closer to how the implementation operates).

ToolPaletteController: Controller

redButtonActivity

currentTool:Tools
DrawingEditor: Model ToolPaletteView:View

display

ToolMVC

MouseDown DrawingController

CurrentTool DrawingView

aCurrentTool

Team

Team

Dependency
setValue

aCurrentTool

Stimulus: mouse press in the tools area
Response: current tool is set

selectTool

Figure 69: An Alternative Behaviour Pattern
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5.8  The DrawingMVC and FigureSelection Teams

Figure 70 is an inter-team diagram of the DrawingMVC and FigureSelection teams. The

FigureSelection team is a refinement of the MouseDown team that was introduced in Fig-

ure 67. It is a refinement because the SelectionTool role refines the CurrentTool role of

the MouseDown team: the SelectionTool role requires more specific properties of the ob-

jects that play it than does the CurrentTool role (the details are not presented here). Also

there is a nested team, called HandlesFigure, that is part of the FigureSelection team. The

HandlesFigure team is replicated and optional within the context of the FigureSelection

team. The DrawingView role is responsible for starting and stopping instances of the Han-

dlesFigure team. A HandlesFigure team is started whenever a figure is selected with the

mouse, and stopped if a figure is deselected with the mouse. The HandlesFigure team is

optional because the FigureSelection team can operate independently of whether a figure

is currently selected or not. Many details of the FigureSelection and HandlesFigure team

are omitted but could be developed in separate diagrams.

The HandlesFigure team specifies the interaction between handles and figures neces-

sary for operations like resizing and figure connection. It consists of two roles. The Han-

dles role is replicated because a Figure may have many Handles. A destroy arc from the

HandlesFigure team to the Handles says that when the HandlesFigure team is destroyed

that the Handles are to be destroyed with it. Destroying a HandlesFigure team does not

destroy the objects playing the Figure role, which is logical since a figure can exist without

being selected.

The equivalence relationships of Figure 70 specify that SelectedFigure objects play the

role of Figures in the HandlesFigure team and that Handles objects play the role of Han-

dles in the HandlesFigure team. SelectedFigures objects are equivalenced to Figures ob-

jects. The following semantics are implied by the equivalence relationships: (1) Stopping

a HandlesFigure team destroys it because it is not shared in any other context. This causes

a destroy operation to be sent to the objects playing the Handles role of the HandlesFigure

team and for the destroy operation to be propagated to the Handles attributes of the Draw-

ingView. (2) Destroying a Figures object in the Drawing role causes the destroy operation
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to be propagated to the SelectedFigures objects of the DrawingRole removing them from

the DrawingView. The destroy operation is also propagated to the objects playing the Fig-

ure role of the HandlesFigure team. Since the Figure role is fixed the destroy is propagat-

ed the HandlesFigure team destroying it. The destroy is also propagated to the objects

playing the Handles role and the case (1) above is repeated.

DrawingController:Controller

Drawing:Model

cut

copy

paste

group

ungroup

compose

decompose

DrawingView:View

yellowButtonActivity

display

Figures

Handles

SelectedFigures

removeFigure:

addFigure:

CopyBuffer

DrawingMVC

FigureSelection
DrawingController

SelectionTool:CurrentTool DrawingView

HandlesFigure

Handles Figure

Figure 70: DrawingMVC and FigureSelection Teams—Team Wiring
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An inter-team behaviour diagram could be developed but enough of the case study has

been presented to illustrate the important concepts of the role-based model.

5.9  Back to the Big Picture

Figure 71 is a summary of most of the teams presented in the case study. It shows the teams,

their internal structure without wiring details, and the equivalencies among the teams. Di-

agrams like Figure 71 are important because they expose the global structure of a system

at several levels without an over-committment to details.

Figure 71 shows a causal flow pattern through the teams of Figure 71. The causal flow

is driven by the following interaction scenario with the user: the user selects a new drawing

to display; the user chooses to work with the selection tool; the user selects a figure of the

drawing; and the user cuts the figure from the drawing. This interaction scenario drives sev-

eral consequent timethreads; the timethreads were presented in the previous sections: load-

Drawing (Section 5.6), selectTool (Section 5.5), clickCanvas (Section 5.7), and

cutThread (Section 5.4). The loadAndCutFigure timethread shown in Figure 71 gives

end-to-end continuity to the threads of which it is composed.
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5.10  Wiring Diagrams

The section presents the role team wiring diagrams for the EditorMVC (Figure 74),

DrawingMVC (Figure 73), and ToolMVC (Figure 75) teams. The previous timethread dia-

grams deferred control-flow issues, like who calls whom. The wiring diagrams here have im-

plicit control-flow assumptions because of the directional nature of the role wires. Role wires

together with timethreads provide the necessary information to infer control-flow details.

For example, Figure 73 (the DrawingMVC team wiring diagram) and Figure 62 (the

DrawingMVC intra-team behaviour diagram) together imply the following: that the Draw-

ingController sends the cut message to the DrawingView; the DrawingView then sends the

remove: message to the DrawingEditor; the DrawingEditor invokes the dependency

mechanism by sending the changed: message to itself; and so on until the message stack is

unwound and control returns to the DrawingController.

The filled squares at the junction points of wires in the following figures are called rout-

ers. A router is a terminal detached from the edge of a place that routes messages based on

their contents; they create less cluttered diagrams because they allow for shared wires. Rout-

ers are explained further in Appendix C. The remaining figures of this section are presented

without further explanation.

Figure 73: The DrawingMVC Team—Team Wiring

DrawingController:Controller

CurrentDrawing:Model
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Figures
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CopyBuffer

DrawingMVC Team

router
(see Appendix C)
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5.11  Summary

The case study illustrates that the role-based model is applicable to both individual teams

and groups of teams. The intra-team diagrams model the architecture of individual teams and

inter-team diagrams can scale up to model the architecture of a system from a global per-

spective. Timethreads are applicable for both intra-team and inter-team diagrams. The inter-

team diagrams make use of timethread stubs which allow one timethread to refer to another

without showing all the details.

The role-based model divides a system up into a teams. The model is successful if the

teams can be understood in isolation and if the global architecture of a system can be under-

stood when the teams are combined. It is the author’s opinion that the role-based model, and

timethreads, are successful. However, true success will only come from applying the model

to a larger number of case studies.

DrawingController: Controller

yellowButtonActivity

loadDrawing

saveDrawing

drawings
DrawingEditor: Model DrawingView:View

EditorMVC
Team

Figure 74: The EditorMVC Team of HotDraw-—Team Wiring
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redButtonActivity

currentTool:Tools
DrawingEditor: Model ToolPaletteView:View

display

ToolMVC
Team

Figure 75: ToolMVC Team—Team Wiring
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Chapter 6: Conclusions

6.1  Research Summary

The following problem is posed in Chapter 1.

The problem of this thesis is how to model and represent the following as-

pects of an object-oriented system’s architecture: (1) the architecture of in-

dividual groups, (2) the architecture of a system as composed of groups, (3)

how the participants play their roles in multiple groups and the dependen-

cies across groups, (4) the typical causal-flow patterns though the system,

and (5) dynamic structure.

The research addressed the above problem by developing a generalized meta-model for

the architecture of software systems (Chapter 3). The meta-model uses the following con-

cepts: places, components, placeholders, terminals, wires, and messages. The architecture

of a system is described as a set of places (components and placeholders) and the wires be-

tween the places to support communication. Wires are joined to places at terminals. A place

may be recursively nested and is a black-box because it interacts with other places only by

message passing through its terminals. Multiple part-of means that the same component in-

stance may be in multiple places (containers) perhaps at different times or at the same time.

The temporal properties of a component in a container may be defined as fixed or optional

and placeholders allow multiple components to come and go from a container through time.

The composite lifetime of a component may be determined by considering its temporal

properties in all the places the component operates in. Dynamic structure includes compo-
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nent creation, destruction, and “movement”. Creating a component acquires necessary sys-

tem resources and gives the component a unique identity; destroying a component reclaims

system resources and marks the component’s identifier as invalid. A component “moves”

when it is rolled into or out-of a placeholder.

The role-based model (Chapter 4) extends the meta-model with the following concepts:

role teams, roles, objects, role methods, role wires, and output ports. Role teams are tem-

plates for collaboration groups and roles are templates for objects that participate in collab-

oration groups. Objects appear explicitly in the role-based model as attributes of roles

(object attributes) and as instance flows along wires and timethreads. Object attributes

model state information; object instance flows along wires and timethreads may represent

the exchange of identifiers or the movement of objects to different places. Objects appear

implicitly in a role-based model by playing roles and are the source of computational ac-

tivity. Role methods are primitive components of roles that perform activities; activities are

the responsibilities that objects must perform when they play a role. Role methods are ac-

tivated by sending messages over role wires. An output port is a wiring point on the edge

of a role.

The role-based model is applicable to systems with dynamic structure but is more static

than the basic object architecture of object-oriented systems as characterized by objects and

object references. Role wires are fixed connections between roles that may be achieved

through dynamic means in the implementation (e.g., identifier passing). Placeholder roles

are fixed in a wiring diagram, but the objects that fill a placeholder may come and go

through time. The more static nature of the role-based model provides a better basis for rea-

soning about the architectural organization of a system and for playing behaviour patterns.

A visual notation, based on the MachineCharts notation of Buhr [11] is used, to express

system architecture in the role-based model. The visual notation is suggestive and express-

es the major concepts of the role-based model in visual form. Some aspects of system be-

haviour cannot be expressed with the role-based model alone. In particular, timethreads

[10] are used as means of capturing the major causal-flow patterns through a role team and

across multiple role teams. Emphasis is placed on capturing the major causal flow patterns
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over developing complete specifications.

The role-based model addresses the needs outlined above in the following ways:

1. The architecture of an individual group is expressed as a role team. A role team is com-

posed of roles and, perhaps, nested role teams. An intra-team behaviour diagram is a

role team diagram with a timethread pattern overlaid on it (wires are typically removed

from such diagrams). Informal prose are used to describe the relationship between the

timethread pattern and the role team diagram. A role team wiring diagram shows how

the roles of a team are wired together.

2. The architecture of a system as composed of groups is represented using diagrams that

show multiple coordinated role teams. These diagrams show the structure of a system

to several levels with details of wiring and interface methods removed. The diagrams

show the temporal properties of role teams and roles, i.e., whether they are optional or

fixed in a given place; and placeholder roles are shown.

3. How the participants play their roles in multiple groups and the dependencies across

groups are represented using equivalence relationships in diagrams that show multiple

coordinated role teams. Equivalence relationships are drawn between places (i.e., roles

and object attributes) that contain the same object at runtime. An equivalence relation-

ship alone does not specify the temporal properties of role playing, i.e., when an object

plays a role relative to its other roles and relative to the role playing of other objects

with which it participates. Some temporal properties of role playing may be determined

by examining the structure of a system, the temporal properties of the roles and role

teams, and the equivalence relationships between roles. Timethreads may also be used

to add extra temporal information, for example, a timethread may specify that an object

is operating in one place before it is rolled into a placeholder some where else.

4. The typical causal-flow patterns though the system are represented using Buhr’s

timethreads notation. Timethreads are used to represent the typical causal flow patterns

through a role team (intra-team timethreads) and across multiple teams (inter-team

timethreads). Timethreads are composable meaning that a timethread can refer to

another timethread as a timethread stub without showing the details of the stubbed

timethread. This allows timethreads to be used for large scale causal flow patterns
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(inter-team timethreads) that refer to smaller scale causal flow patterns (intra-team

timethreads). Timethreads show the sequencing of activities, like methods activations

and updates to role attributes. Timethreads also show the sequencing of architectural

operations, e.g., start, stop, roll-in, roll-out, create, and destroy.

5. Dynamic structure is supported by operations that may be performed against compo-

nents (roles, objects, and role teams). Create and destroy are simple low-level opera-

tions that define the end-points of a component’s composite lifetime. These operations

may be explicit or implicit in the architectural model. In general, a component is cre-

ated when it is first required to operate in any place, and destroyed when it is no longer

required in any place. A component moves from one place to another when it rolls into

or out-of a placeholder. Timethreads are used as the sources of the architectural opera-

tions the effect dynamic structure, thus providing sequencing information that is not

part of the role-based model.

The following issues were identified in Chapter 1 as needing further investigation.

... The use of causal-flow and timethreads to represent intra-group and inter-group be-

haviour patterns, the usefulness of representing a large portion of an existing framework

in the role-based model, and the usefulness of representing inter-group dependencies and

dynamic structure

These issues were addressed by applying the role-based model to the HotDraw object-

oriented framework. The case study illustrates that architectural models and visual nota-

tions can be applied to object-oriented frameworks. It is the author’s opinion that the model

presented here provides a different perspective on system architecture than is offered by the

current mainstream object-oriented modelling techniques. These techniques typically em-

phasis class-based design using E-R models and communicating state machines.

1. The use of causal-flow and timethreads to represent intra-group and inter-group behav-

iour patterns: The advantage of timethreads is that they provide a global perspective of

behaviour that is lacking in current object-oriented models and technologies. This is

especially important since object-oriented systems tend to exhibit a control structure

that is distributed among many objects. Timethreads work best at a level where it is
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appropriate to defer control-flow details. This makes inter-team timethreads perhaps

more powerful than intra-team timethreads. At the level of individual teams, the struc-

ture of the team and the responsibilities of the roles may be enough, in some cases, for

the timethreads to be inferred. Designers may want alternate more detailed representa-

tions, e.g. message sequence charts, at the level of individual teams.

2. Representing a large portion of an existing framework in the role-based model is use-

ful. Typically, users that are new to a framework learn its design using a source code

browser and reading manuals. It is difficult with only these perspectives to see the

large-scale architecture of the framework because they present the system in frag-

mented pieces. Role teams support separation of concerns but may also be composed

into larger structures with details suppressed. However, diagrams with many role teams

can easily become complicated and multiple diagrams become necessary.

3. Representing inter-group dependencies and dynamic structure helps one to understand

how a system operates through time. Other models represent similar issues but do so on

an individual object basis. For example, state machine models of objects represent the

roles that an object plays as states. The current state defines the set of messages that an

object may accept at a point in time. If an object may accept multiple sets of messages

(e.g., be in multiple roles) the notion of and-states [23] may be used. The role-based

model is different because it expresses the operation of a group of objects when each

object is in a specific state (one may view the role-based model as based on aggregate

behaviours of multiple objects). It is believed that this view better supports the philoso-

phy that no object is an island [7]. The role-based model presents a limited view of the

structural dynamics that may occur in a running system. The dynamics that are repre-

sented are believed to be the important ones from an architectural design perspective.

6.2  Results

The results of this thesis are: a meta-model of software architecture; a precise definition of

the temporal properties of the meta-model, including dynamic structure; a role-based mod-

el appropriate for object-oriented systems and frameworks; a visual design notation for the

role-based model; and an application of the notation to an existing object-oriented frame-

work.
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The role-based model divides a system into a collection of small role teams. The model

and notation for it are successful if the role teams are understandable in isolation and if the

global architecture of the system can be understood when the teams are composed. The cri-

teria for success is clear, but measuring the amount success is very difficult because of the

number of variables that contribute to an overall success rating. Examples of some the var-

iables include: ease of use, familiarity of the concepts to designers, suggestiveness of the

notation, distance of the concepts from implementation technologies (i.e., ease of mapping

the concepts to languages and environments), availability of methods and heuristics, auto-

mated support, clearness of the documentation supporting the model, examples of use,

background of designers, and the characteristics of the systems being modelled.

It is the author’s opinion that the role-based model meets the criteria for success. A

more subjective evaluation could be obtained by conducting experimental trials that meas-

ure the performance of designers that create or use the role-based model, and with enough

resources, the role-based could be evaluated against existing models. However, the scien-

tific validity of such trials is suspect given the number of uncontrolled variables. The best

approach, although time consuming and imprecise from a pure scientific standpoint, is to

apply the model to large a number of case studies, preferably performed by someone other

than the models originator, and to report informally on the findings (Karam and Casselman

refer to the maturity of a software method in these terms [39]). Doing so is outside the scope

of this thesis.

6.3  Future Work
6.3.1  Case Studies

More case studies are needed that use the role-based model. Reverse-engineering existing

systems (an under-used approach) reveals the abstractions that designers use and also the

problems that result when the proper abstractions are not used. Forward-engineering to cre-

ate new systems demonstrates the usefulness of the design concepts as thinking tools. Both

approaches need to be pursued and the author expects, given the immaturity of the role-

based model, that doing so may indicate where changes are needed to the model and its no-

tation.
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6.3.2  Animation

Although the role-based model expresses elements of behaviour and dynamic structure, the

diagrams produced are static 2 dimensional images. From these diagrams designers must

infer the actual runtime structure of a system as it changes through time. It may be possible

to adapt the notation of the role-based model for use in tools which trace the actual runtime

architecture of executing object-oriented programs. For example, objects could be repre-

sented and collaboration groups (role teams) could be overlaid on them. Wires between ob-

jects could display message history information, and execution trails could be abstracted

into timethreads if enough information on the expected timethread patterns are given to the

tool. Layering could be used to organize the collaboration groups in a hierarchy to reflect

the abstract nature of the groups. The DOORS project [12] in the Department of Systems

and Computer Engineering at Carleton University is currently researching the use of such

an approach in conjunction with 3 dimensional imaging and powerful techniques for tra-

versing the models.

6.3.3  Design Methods

Design methods are needed to support forward-engineering of systems using the role-based

model. There are two approaches: the first integrates the role-based model with an existing

design method, and the second develops a new method.

The first approach is profitable because it builds on existing work, but may be difficult

if the existing method is not easily adapted. This approach also requires that the concepts

of the role-based model be analysed in terms of the concepts of the existing method. Of par-

ticular importance are the areas where the models overlap because it is at these points that

the models must be kept consistent. It is the author’s opinion that some mix of Responsi-

bility-Driven Design [7], Rumbaugh’s Object Modelling Technique [44], Timethread Driv-

en Design [14], and the Role-based Model would make a powerful combination. The CRC

cards of Responsibility-Driven Design are powerful in their flexibility during the early

stages of design. Timethreads are a good mechanism for recording the results of a CRC card

session. Rumbaugh’s Object Model Diagrams are powerful because they can present a

class-based view of large portions of a system. The role-based model is a complimentary
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view to Rumbaugh’s Object Model Diagrams. However, links between the two models are

needed. Timethread-driven design can be used to develop a role-based model.

A new method would use the role-based model as the governing philosophy of the

method [39], meaning it would be the central model on which the design method would re-

volve. In such a method, roles would take centre stage over objects and classes, and role

teams (i.e., important system objectives) would be identified early in the design process.

Causality-flow would be used to identify collaborations between roles, identify role teams,

assign responsibilities to roles, and design interaction patterns between roles. Roles would

be aggregated together to identify classes.

In either case, heuristics and guidelines are needed to support role-based modelling. Im-

portant questions that are not explicitly addressed in this thesis include: (1) What criteria

are used to identify a role team, i.e., what constitutes an important system objective? Main-

taining an invariant is one criteria but there must be others. (2) What are the guidelines for

implementing a role-based model in standard object-oriented programming languages? For

example, what are some standard and safe approaches for implementing the propagation of

destroy operations across equivalence relationships? (3) What are the criteria for using

fixed roles, optional roles, and role placeholders? For example, a fixed role in an optional

role team can be operationally equivalent to an optional role in a fixed role team. (4) What

constitutes an important causal-flow path? And a related question: What is the appropriate

level of abstraction to use when expressing causal-flow patterns? Being to abstract, may

create too great a distance to the implementation; being too detailed, may result in complex

diagrams, (5) Are there standard architectural patterns that may be used as templates for or-

ganizing a role-based model? ---for organizing causal-flow patterns? (6) What constitutes

a good role-based model?

6.3.4  A Meta-Model for Structural Dynamics of Software Systems

The meta-model presented in this thesis is rather narrowly focused to simplify the presen-

tation but could generalized. For example, placeholders for methods could be added. This

would allow the behaviour of a component to be changed dynamically at runtime by rolling

different methods into and out-of the method placeholder. This would be similar to the con-
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cept of code blocks in Smalltalk [22]. The placeholder concept could be generalized to in-

clude designed-in internals. A component filling a placeholder would be required to

provide plug compatible internals to an arbitrary nesting level. Wires are currently fixed but

moveable wires (i.e., wires that may be re-routed) may be a more general concept (Hermes

[47] supports this notion).

Generalizing the meta-model would require an extensive study of existing architectural

models of software systems and many case studies to evaluate the usefulness and compat-

ibility of the more general concepts.

6.3.5  Formalisms and Languages

It seems to be natural for formalisms and programming languages to be driven by the con-

cepts that designers use to build systems. Given that the role-based model is useful, one

would expect that formalisms and languages will be developed to support it. Evidence al-

ready exists: Helm [26] has developed a formalism for collaboration groups, called con-

tracts, and is developing tools for implementing systems in terms of contracts. Arapis has

developed a formalism for collaboration groups, called contexts [3], and has developed

techniques for proving that specifications in the formalism are self consistent. Helm also

reports that a programming style that makes contracts (read role team) explicit in the im-

plementation greatly aids system comprehension and maintenance.

There are several questions that must be addressed before the development of formal-

isms and languages.

What place do formalisms have in role-based modelling? The strength of the role-based

model comes from its use of common sense concepts and the deferral of details. Any for-

malisms applied to the role-based model must not deter from this strength. A possible ap-

proach is to hide formalisms from the user behind the interfaces of intelligent tools. The

tools would interpret user input, maintain a formal representation of the model, and answer

user queries against the model. For example, tools could be used to determine if a more de-

tailed model (i.e., more detailed architecture or timethreads) is still consistent relative to a

more general one.
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What aspects of the role-based model should be formalized? Formalizing the temporal

properties of role playing would allow tools to enumerate the runtime architectures that are

possible. Formalisms could be used to enter constraints that would further limit the runtime

architectures. A formalism for timethreads and for the relationship between timethreads

and the role-based model would allow for executable designs. Current research is address-

ing how the properties of objects and roles may be defined and matched to allow for object

role playing [2].

What features are needed in a programming language to support role-based model-

ling? Explicit support for role teams is desirable. Role teams should be components of a

language and should be identifiable runtime components. There should be explicit support

for the architectural operations on components (start, stop, roll-in, roll-out, etc.). An inter-

esting project would be to prototype an environment for architectural modelling by build-

ing an object-oriented framework based on the concepts of the meta-model. The

relationships between the concepts of the meta-model would be a basis for organizing the

classes of the framework. Such a prototype would be much easier to build than a language

or tool and would enable one to easily experiment with new modelling concepts.

6.3.6  Tools for Role-Based Modelling

There are two questions to ask: What tools are needed for role-based modelling? And are

there existing tools that are useful?

Answering the second question first, the most powerful tool for role based modelling

that currently exists is the ObjecTime tool [45]. Many of the concepts of the role-based

model are supported by ObjecTime. The differences are the following: the detailed seman-

tics of fixed and optional components and the rules for equivalence are less general in Ob-

jecTime; the notation for the role-based model is more powerful and successive than

ObjecTime’s notation; and behaviour is modelled using state machines in ObjecTime and

using a combinations of timethreads, methods, and architectural operations in the role-

based model. These differences aside, it is possible to created executable models in Objec-

Time that can be interpreted in terms of roles and role teams.
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A set of tools rather than a single tool is needed for role-based modelling. Minimally

tools are needed which support drawing and maintaining the diagrams with timethreads

overlaid on them. More powerful tools would support execution of models given the

timethread specifications over the architectural models. The ability to organize role teams

into reuse hierarchies would support the develop of frameworks for architectures. It should

be possible to retain the timethread specifications and use them to verify the operation of a

system in an automated way.

Source code is not likely to be completely eliminated from the designer even with more

powerful design tools. Therefore, source code browsers should have access to the design

models such that the source may be presented and organized in terms of the design models.

Execution tracing and debugging tools should be able to present the architecture of a run-

ning object-oriented system in role and timethread terms. The existing software-base will

continue to be a reality. Therefore, tools are needed to support reverse-engineering of ex-

isting systems into the role-based model and timethreads. Completely automatic approach-

es are not likely to be as powerful as tools which acts as assistants to a designer who is in

charge of the reverse-engineering effort.
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Appendix A:  Timethread Notation

A timethread is a cause-effect path through a system linking activities and components. A

timethread starts at some point of stimulus, touches the elements of a design in the order

they are activated, and ends at a point that marks the end of further processing or the deliv-

ery of some response [13]. Time increases monotonically along the path of a timethread.

Visually a timethread is drawn as a curved line that connects elements of a design. Fig-

ure 76 gives an example of a timethread overlaid on a generic wiring diagram. The starting

point of the thread is a filled circle and the ending point is a straight line. The starting point

is drawn at the place in the system that generates the stimulus that creates the timethread

instance. A starting point that is drawn outside of the system indicates that the starting stim-

ulus comes from the environment. The ending point is drawn at the place where the thread

terminates or delivers its final response.

The timethread in Figure 76 specifies that the places are activated in the following order

in response to a stimulus from the environment: A, B, C, D, and E. After E is activated a

response is delivered to the environment. The nature of the activities performed is not ex-

pressed by the timethread itself. Supporting information in the form of annotations to the

timethread or more detailed documentation about the components involved is required.

Timethreads are a higher-level behavioural concept than control-flow. In fact, in a con-

current system a timethread may span several threads of control. The purpose of a timeth-

read is to show temporal sequencing; timethreads do not show which elements of a design

are responsible for achieving the sequencing. Thus, timethreads omit details like who calls

Stimulus

Starting
Point

Path
Ending Point

Response

A
B

C
D

E

Figure 76: Behavioural Fundamentals: Timethreads
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whom and how control is returned between design elements. Section 2.6.1 discusses the re-

lationship between timethreads and other behaviour specification techniques that are com-

mon in the literature on object-oriented design.

Timethreads have proven useful for specifying and designing concurrent systems [14].

In this thesis, a subset of the timethread notation that is applicable to sequential systems is

used as illustrated by Figure 77.

An or-fork is a split of a timethread path into alternate paths. One of the alternate paths

is taken based on some condition in the system. The condition may be specified as a textual

annotation. An or-join is a point on a timethread path where alternate paths merge to a com-

mon path. An and-fork splits a timethread into timethread paths, each timethread path will

eventually be taken, but the order in which the paths are taken is random (annotations could

be added to make the order explicit). In general, the paths leaving an and-fork could pro-

ceed in parallel, but for sequential systems some arbitrary order must be chosen. Multiple

timethread paths may rejoin at and-join. The timethread path leaving an and-join proceeds

start

end
cause-effect

A

A

And-Fork

Or-Fork

And-Join

Or-Join
Instance Flow

Path Connectors

Thread
 Stubs

Loop

Activity at a point

Figure 77: Subset of the Timethreads Notation

Activity at a point
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once all the incoming timethread paths have arrived.

Annotations may be used along a timethread path to indicate the place and time at

which at some activity occurs, see activity at a point in Figure 77. It may be useful to use

symbols from the structural design notation to annotate points along the timethread. For ex-

ample, the double lined arc in the figure with a lightening bolt through it could represent

the destruction of a component at a point in time. Other possible uses for this style of an-

notation may include starting a component, stopping a component, or creating a compo-

nent. Solid filled boxes represent activities that are performed in the sequence specified by

the timethread. This is a useful annotation when the activities are known but have not yet

been allocated to components.

One may show the flow of component instances and primitive data elements along a

timethread by putting instance flow icons next to the thread. The shape of the instance may

be changed to the shape of the architectural entity that it represents. Path connectors are a

diagramming convenience for routing a timethread path between two points on a diagram.

No activity occurs between the path connectors. A timethread stub represents hidden detail

at a point along the path of a timethread. Timethread stubs allow for nesting in a thread

specification and may also be used to show sequencing of complex activities. A loop allows

for a common portion of a timethread to be repeated. Annotations may be used to specify

the looping conditions.
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Appendix B: Rumbaugh’s E-R Diagramming Notation

The entities of an E-R model may be identifiable things, such as computer parts, people,

and public institutions; or the entities may be abstract concepts, such as colour, beauty, and

quality. The relationships of an E-R Model describe how the entities are related, for exam-

ple: a keyboard is part-of a computer (an aggregation relationship); red is a kind of colour

(an is-a relationship); and people request services from public institutions (a general asso-

ciation). E-R modelling is very useful for organizing and presenting ideas at a high level

abstraction and is used for this purpose by many object-oriented design methods.

Rumbaugh [44] presents an E-R model for object-oriented development that he calls an

Object Model. Figure 78 presents a portion of an Object Model that describes the structure

of written documents. Such a model could be used for the production of a word processing

program. The entities of an Object Model are classes and the arcs are relationships between

classes or instances of classes (objects). An aggregation relationship is drawn with a dia-

mond on the end of a relationship arc next to the class that acts as the container, e.g., a Par-

agraph is part-of a Document, a Word is part-of a Paragraph, and a Character is part-

of a Word. A filled circle on a relationship arc next to a class specifies that zero or more of

that classes instances (objects) may participate in the relationship, e.g., a Document con-

sists of many Paragraphs and many Pagelayouts. The number of objects in a relationship

may be constrained by a textual annotation, e.g., a Word consists of one or more Charac-

ters as specified by the 1+ annotation next to the Character class. When there is no anno-

tation specifying the number of objects in a relationship, the default number is exactly one.

An is-a relationship is annotated with a triangle; more general entities are connected to the

apex of the triangle, and more specialized entities are connected to the base of the triangle.

For example, Letters, Forms, and Theses are specialized types of Documents; a Theses

may be further categorized as a Masters or Ph.D. theses. A general association between

classes is drawn as a simple arc. By its nature a general association is bi-directional, al-

though the name of the association usually reads in only one direction; e.g., a Character

is wriiten in a Font. To make the reading of associations clear, Rumbaugh’s notation is ex-

tended here to have arrowheads on arcs. The direction of the arrow on an association arc

does not imply any details like control direction or pointer access.1
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Figure 79 uses a few small examples to explain other features of Rumbaugh’s notation.

A class may have attributes and operations that describe an objects responsibilities in a

model; they appear as text strings inside the class box beneath the name of the class. An

attribute is a data value held by an instance of a class, e.g., a Filing Folder may have a cre-

ation date. An operation describes some action performed by instances of the class, e.g., a

Filing Folder may provide operations to open, lock, and add files to itself. A ternary asso-

ciation joins three classes in a common relationship, e.g., a Programmer uses a particular

Programming Language on a particular Project. Recursive aggregation results when an

object consists of entities of its own type or objects that are derived from it through an is-a

relationship. An example of recursive aggregation may involve a Filing Folder which is

composed of other Filing Folders internal to it. Relationships between objects may have

attributes and operations of their own. For example, the works for relationship between

Person and a Company may have attributes that specify the Person’s salary and job title,

and an operation to calculate an employees allowable leave. Using relationship attributes

is cleaner than assigning the attributes to the person object, because a person may have

many salaries and job titles if he works for many different companies.

1. Rumbaugh uses an undirected arc for relationships and relies on context to make the direction of
the relationship understandable.

Figure 78: Example E-R Model
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Appendix C: Refinements to the Meta-Model

This appendix presents some further details of the meta-model that were not presented in

the body of thesis.

Notational Issue: Replication

Replication in an architectural design diagram is used to represent the possibility that

more than one architectural entity will be present when a system is in operation. This is an

important concept because it allows a design diagram to be a template for many possible

runtime configurations. Replication also provides a means of specifying the arity of archi-

tectural entities in their relationships with one another. For example, a simulation of a class-

room may model the teacher and the students as architectural entities. The interaction

pattern between the teacher and each student would be identical and could be specified in

a generic way by modelling the students as replicated. Replication alone does not imply dy-

namic structure; it is a simply a convenient way to represent repeated architectural forms.

Figure 80 provides an example of a replicated place (A) and a replicated terminal (B).

The architectural design diagram uses shading to show replication and the number of rep-

licated entities may be constrained using a textual annotation. The right-side of the figure

shows some possible runtime configurations for the architectural design diagrams on the

left. Replication does not imply that identical copies of the replicated architectural entity

occur at runtime. For example, A1, A2, and A3 in Figure 80 are not necessarily identical

copies of one another. The only restriction is that the interface properties of components

A1, A2, and A3 are compatible with the specification of A (again, compatibility is deferred

at this level). In the case of the replicated terminals, B1 and B2 must be compatible with

the wiring protocol of B.
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Detailed Wiring Issues: Dynamic Routing

In the architectural meta-model, dynamic routing in wiring diagrams is the ability to

route a message across the appropriate wire based on the contents of the message. In Figure

81, a terminal is imagined to have an internal agency for this purpose (note that this figure

is used to explain the properties of the meta-model and does not introduce any new nota-

tion). The dynamic routing property of terminals allows a single terminal to be bound to

multiple wires, as shown in Figure 81.

Dynamic binding, as defined in relation to object-oriented programming langauages, is

subtely different from dynamic routing. Dynamic binding in programming languages is the

ability to route messages to the appropriate destination (i.e., method) at runtime based on

the class (type) of the object receiving the message. Polymorphism through inheritance is

achieved at runtime by dynamic binding: the actual target method invoked is determined at

runtime by traversing the inheritance hierarchies. The differences between the concepts

are: (1) dynamic binding is defined in terms of classes (types) whereas dynamic routing is

Figure 80: Replication in Architectural Design Diagrams
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defined in terms of component instances that are bound by wires, and (2) the dynamic bind-

ing that occurs due to inheritance in object-oriented languages is not considered part of dy-

namic routing, because the inheritance trees are collapsed in the architectural view of

systems, see Section 2.1.5. Polymorphism, the ability to send messages to objects of differ-

ent classes (types), is an inherent part of the models presented in this thesis, because any

component may be participate in a place in a wiring, regardless of how it is constructed in

terms of types, provided its has the necessary properties to participate in the place.

The combination of replication and dynamic routing at terminals has an effect on a sys-

tem’s runtime configuration, i.e., a system’s wiring at runtime. Figure 82 shows an example

of an architectural diagram that includes a replicated place and a replicated terminal. The

right-side of the figure shows one possible runtime configuration in which there are two A

places (A1 and A2) and two B terminals (B1 and B2). The replication of wires in the runt-

ime configuration is implied by the replication of places and terminals in the architectural

diagram, e.g., there are multiple wires connected to the terminals of D. It is a terminal’s

ability to route messages that makes this runtime configuration possible because without it

a terminal may be connected to only one outgoing wire. 1

A detached terminal is not connected to the interface of place, but is part of the inter-

nals of some place. Figure 83, illustrates how the detached terminal concept may be derived

1. Early versions of the ObjecTime [45] tool do not support routing of messages at terminals. Repli-
cation is handling by duplicating terminals such that a terminal is only bound to one wire. Opera-
tionally the effect is the same as here, but may complicate somewhat the management of identifiers
because message routing must be performed manually. Newer versions of the tool have message
routing at terminals.

Replicated
Component

Replicated
Terminal

Architectural Diagram Runtime Configuration

Figure 82: Replication of Components and Terminals implies Replication of Wires
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from the meta-model (top of figure) and its notation (bottom right of figure). Detached ter-

minals are useful for creating junction points in wiring diagrams that are removed from the

interfaces of places. Specific derivates of the detached terminal concept could act as simple

multiplexers or protocol adapters (not developed further here). Routers are one type of de-

tached terminal that are drawn as filled boxes at places where wires split. Like all terminals,

a router is able to route messages that arrive to it to an appropriate outgoing wire, and it

does not take any actions other than routing. Routers are useful when a message path

among components shares a common wire. When a wire is shared there are two different

interpretations possible. In Figure 83(a) a shared wire is split into several branches with no

annotation at the point where the wires split. In this case, a message on the shared wire will

be sent along all the branches; therefore, a split wire is like a single wire with multiple con-

nection points. In Figure 83(b) a router is drawn as a small filled box at the point where the

wires split. The interpretation in this case is that a message travelling over the common wire

is sent by the router to one of the outgoing wires. When used as in Figure 83(b), routers can

help reduce the number of wires in a wiring diagram.

Cables and Layers

Often times a group of wires are so closely related that it is convenient to the think of the

group as a logical entity; e.g, the black, white and ground wires in household wiring. Other

Figure 83: Routers for Message Routing

(a) Message flows over every wire (b) Message flows over one wire
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times wiring diagrams can become so complex with a multitude of wires that some form of

abstraction is needed to reduce the clutter. For these cases, the meta-model may provide ca-

bles, cable connectors, and cable terminals as shown in Figure 84. A cable is a bundle of

wires that may be treated as a single entity; it is drawn as a three parallel lines. The wires

in a cable may be terminated as a group by a cable connector; a cable connector is com-

posed of many connectors. A cable terminal is composed of many terminals and may be

connected to a cable with a compatible cable connector.

Another way of having too many wires occurs when one component is used by nearly

every other component in a wiring. Then a factoring of the wiring into layers may be ap-

propriate. Figure 85 models a layer as a specialization of the component concept: a layer

may have many internal components, and a layer may be used by many other layers. The

used by relationship is a many-to-many relationship (note the black dots on both ends of

the relationship arc); therefore, a layer may be used by many other layers and a layer may

in turn use many other layers. The layer concept supports the factoring of a system into a

hierarchical stack of layers with the lower layers providing service abstractions to the high-

er layers.

Cable Terminal
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Cable Connector

Notational Elements

Cable
Terminal

Terminal

Cable

Wire

Cable
Connector

Connector

From Meta-Model

Meta-Model Extension

Figure 84: Cables and Cable Connectors
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Notationally a layer is represented as a component that is connected to another layer by

a cable. Terminals and connectors have been dropped because, for design purposes, the ab-

stractions provided by a lower layer are treated as givens by the layer above, and adding

explicit wires would obscure the layering concept. The factoring into layers may introduce

the need to add new wires and components in a higher layer to include the abstractions that

are provide by the lower layer. This need has inspired whole design notations, e.g. Machi-

neCharts [11].

The cable between layers may be bidirectional, if the layers communicate back and

forth, or unidirectional, if one layer acts strictly as a client and the other as a server. In the

latter case, a unidirectional cable may be drawn between the layers; it is drawn as a cable

with an arrowhead from the client to the server.

Operations on a Replicated Group of Components

When replication is used one must distinguish between operations that apply to the group

as whole versus those that apply to individuals of the group. These cases are distinguished

in the following way: operations that apply to the group are directed at the shadow of the

replicated structural element, and operations the apply to individual components of the

group are directed at the structural element that specifies the properties of the group.The

example of Figure 86 shows how to start one optional component in a replicated group, and

how to stop all the optional components in a replicated group.

Figure 85: Factoring Wiring Diagrams into Layers
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Replication and Dynamic Structure

When using replication, the possible runtime configurations may be constrained by anno-

tating the replicated element with text. For example, a 3 next to a replicated component

would say that the same component specification is repeated three times in the wiring. In

this case, replication is simply a shorthand for drawing a repeated-static structural form.

Without a constraining annotation, the number of replicated elements is left open-ended,

and replication amounts to a template for creating structural organizations at runtime. For

example, Figure 87 shows a unconstrained replicated optional component and an uncon-

strained replicated placeholder. Each time the replicated optional component C is started a

new component instance of C appears in the wiring. Whenever the replicated optional com-

ponent C is stopped, one of the instances of C is stopped and removed from the wiring. For

the replicated placeholder, each roll-in would require a new placeholder in the wiring if

there are no empty ones available, and each roll-out operation would free up one of the

placeholders. The assumption is that there is some mechanism outside of the meta-model

for managing the identifiers of component and placeholder instances in the above cases.

Fixed components may also be replicated. The replication factor of a fixed component

must be known at the time when the container of a fixed component becomes operational.

A statically defined replication factor could be set before the system begins operation, or

the replication factor could be set during an initialization phase of a container before it be-

gins its operational lifetime. In design diagrams that leave the replication factor unspeci-

fied, the assumption is that the replication factor will become known during the

initialization phase of the container of the fixed component.

Figure 86: Operations on Replicated Components
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Multiple Part-of and Replication

Figure 88 defines some rules that govern the use of explicit replication factors when used

with equivalence. Recall that an explicit replication factor is used to define the precise

number of structural elements that will occur at runtime. When a replication factor is not

given, the number of structural elements that may occur at runtime is arbitrary; however,

that number may be constrained through equivalence. When replication factors are explicit,

the components joined in an equivalence must have matching replication factors, see case

I of Figure 88. If any one of the replication factors is specified in an equivalence among

components, then the replication factor in all places joined by the equivalence is fixed to

that factor. For example, if #A were specified in case I but not #B, then the replication fac-

tor across the equivalence would be fixed to #A. Compound replicated places are allowed

as in case II. In this case, the total number of replicated components across the equivalence

must match when the multiplication factor resulting from compound replication is consid-

ered. Case III illustrates that the replication factor of placeholders need not match across

an equivalence. This is allowed because of the flexibility that placeholders provide in re-

gards to how they are filled with component instances.

Figure 87: Replication as a Template for Runtime Structural Forms
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Replication factors that are unspecified are determined dynamically, but the total number

of components may be constrained through an equivalence relationship. Figure 89 illus-

trates the case of a fixed component equivalenced to an optional one. When container A

comes into operation the number of components (B) in A may be fixed during the initiali-

zation phase of A. Before A begins, however, C may start an arbitrary number of compo-

nents (D). The number started by C must be less than or equal to the number that A requires,

otherwise, there would be a runtime error. If A began before C, than C could subsequently

start as many components as were required by A. If C started more than this number of

components, there would be an error.

Figure 88: Explicit Replication Factors and Multiple Part-of
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